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PADITCAH DAILY REGISTRegister, Eat May, r896.
Standard, Est. April,
4, ARE SEARCHING
For Dead Bodies In the
Meridian Disaster.
CONVICTS ARE AIDING
• IN THE WORK.
J. W. Prowell, a Rural Mail
Carrier, Believed to Be
Lost.
Nummitious OFFERS
OF ASSISTANCE
itioninghant, Ala. March 5.—A
special to the 'NeaVe'from Meridian,
Miss., says that the work of gangs, of
conhicte, both from the state farm
at Rantin and front the city prisons,
as well as thousands of citizens, in
clearing miry the debris of the tor-
nado of Friday night coutinued all
Last night without interruption, a
cordon of soldiers being drawn
around the placed' where the work
was going On to prevent the morbid
crows% kiss coming too close to thedebris and interfering with the prog-
ress of operations.
The main efforts of a majority of
• the workers were confined to the
rume of the Mayer-Neville Hardware
conmany's store vAiere several deadbodies heed been taken out, the•
Elmire Restaurant, the hene of most
of death in the heart of the city,
the. Thornton transfer stables, where
at least two *dies were recovered
and the long row of small eating
stands that had lined Twenty-second
avenue, in an endeavor to locate
other bodies that might be contained
therein and to satisfy the relatives
of the several missing people whofeared that their loved ones were ly-ins( beneath the debris.
• 11 J W. Etawell, who had been em-
ployed asi a rural Mal carrier, is be-be veil to have perished while on die
second floor of the Cameron restaur-
ant.
Ben Peterson, cook. of Eimire's
Restaurant, is among the missing and
.4 it is feaeed his body is burned` in thedebris.
Offers of ailintance and draft* for
'financial aid have been reaching the
relief committee so rapidly rhai re-
fuse/ was hardly possible. Iii. again
Announced that money is riot needed
for rekef gertiliallie, the people of
Meridian being amply able to care for
themselves and appeal has been
evade for outside lot, 41ei *s.
The relief commint bas still further
centralized its work by c_loser organ-ization and redistrktitig the stricken
portions of the et tinder special
sub-consnittees. ''""'
Sundsy Wall a day Ofl.fhnerels and
many processihns were noticeable
during the rimming an,, idsernoon
The hit of dead is 14 Ind' the in-
• jured 46. 
_ •
•• The ifroperty lost ii, ,boit e1,250,-
icoo.
JUIIGE DRUNK
CONFESSES IN LETTER TO
EDITOR, WHO DROPS DEAD
ON READING IT
Montgomery, Ala., March 5.—The
Christian Advocate, published at
Birmingham, recently contained'', it.
charge „of drunkenness against - Astro-
•
ciate Justice of the Supreme Court
John C. Anderhan, and in its last
issue it contained a letter from Judge
Aralerson acknowledging his guilt.
The editor of the newspaper charged
"that Judge Anderson, with two other
'Mate officials, Was drunk at the ;fun-
*54ilerael loefttetlwr olfat jeuCal,lzieief JAnudtrsticeson4e. hael-
ror says that he did take a !title
tin, at Athens, and he asked that all
h
g
.of God to commit no act of folly
'train to a hotel - by friends.
Judge Anderson in a letter to the
or bring ip question the reputation
that Judge Andesteon was so drunh
that he had to be taken from the
tick, drote>ed dead just after readin
that can reflect upon me as ,ill citizen
of an hon6rable office bestowed upon
three resign. The editor, charged
state."
me by the good people of my nativz
newspaper Which. contained the ar-
Rev. J. B. Ellis, editor of the
much and adds:
"I trust end promise by the yelp
1
Vise newspaper. of the state ar1 ' mending tire resignation of
PADUO\AH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 6, 1906,
officials who were charged with be-
ing drunk on this occasion.
Judge Anderson when seen said
that he had nothing further to say
titan that he had written the letter
to Rev. Mr. Ellis.
UNIVERSITY MAN.
Paducah's Visitor Is Brother of Fam-
ous Ptin.:.ez.in Center Rusn.
M. S. B. Booth, of the American
Cereal company, of Chicago, is in the
city on business, btst expects to re-
turn to the Windy City today. Mr!
Booth was formerly of the Princeton,
New J.ersey University, and is a
brother of that celebrated footballplayer, Mr. W. C Booth, who is
center roth for the team of thatinstitution.
While here Mr. Booth is the guest
of Mr. Laurence Comell, the wellknown young newspaper man, whohimself attended Princeton someyews ago.
SEQUEL
COMPOSITION
MR WALLERSTEIN ISSUES
"MISTER SUN" AS HIS
LATEST
The recognized ability of Mr.
Herbert Wallerstein a composer
continues reaping for bins deaervedlaurels, as yesterday morning he re-
ceived a highly congratulatory letterfrom Mr. C. Herbert %err, of the
"A Trip to Egypt" theatrical troupe,
regarding else latest piece of the Pa-ducahan, who 'has already gained
quite a wide reputation for one so
young in this talented line.
Tly most recent production by
Mr. Wallerstein ie a most encellentpiece entitled "Mister Sun," which is
a sequel to his "Mister Makin" thatis now being put over the countryby several leading troupes that rec-
ognize in it one of the best compo-
sitions owned out in recent years.
Manager Kerr, of the "A Trip to
Egypt" company, wrote frost Paris,Tenn., acknowledging receipt of the
copy for the sequel song, which he
speaks very highly of, and promisesto have his company put it on herefleet Thursday evening when itplays at The Kentucky.
The recognition of Mr. Waller-
stein's talent from such able criticsOW:el the country is a source of
much gratification to his manyfriends.
NEW SWITCHES
EVERYTHING ABOUT READY
FOR USE AT CUMBERLAND
TELEPHONE COMPANY.
council Last Evening Directed Com-
mittee to Employ Ablest of Tal-
ent le fighting 'Phone Company.
t
After many month's 'of hard workinstalihtst their new switchboards and
other apparatus, Managir A. L.Joynes, of the Cunlberland Telephone
company, expect* to get everything
connected up by tennorrow with the
new outfit and citroence constantthe of it-- -
The new switchboards arc in the
rear of the second ffoor, and the
most improved in pattern, being
sufficient for acconeauchation of manythousands of 'phones. The' elec-tricians have been constantly at workfor over six months installing it andhave now about got everything con-
nected up and reacty for use. The
old switchboards have been in the ex-
change room in the front of the sec-
ond story, and this apparatus will betaken out and sent to some of the
smaller cities., doubtless, for use, as itis not sufficient for a large placelike this. On getting everything
ready in the new quarters all the
operators will then be on the sec-
ond fleor. Last night at the meet-ing of the councilmen the judiciary
committee for this public board wasgiven power to employ able legal
counsel to assist City Solicitor JamesCampbell. Jr., .in the circuit ' court
*re by the city of Paducah against
this heeleghone conmahy, the objectheir* to either 
cn 
I the concerti
uto prchaet a .„i,bc tPfrancitisefrom
the municipality or quit business in
thie city. This committee is to em-ploy the ,best of lawyer* at the most
reasonable figure possffile.
a
KING EDWARD
He Is In the Role of Peace,
. maker.
MOROCCAN CRISIS
MAY BE SE'rTLED.
France Yicads on the Banks and
Germany on the Police
Question.
POLICING OF MOROCCO
BY FRANCE AND SPAIN
Berlin, Mlarch 5.—Harmony is in
sight at Algeciras, with King Edwardin the role of peacemaker. A corre-
spondent learns on the most trust-
worthy authority that the Moroccan
crisis is on the verge of immediate
solution on the basis of a compromise
whereby France yields on the bankquestion in return for Germany'siyielding on the question of police.
King Edward', present visit toParis is directly connected with thelimpending settlement. His recent
overtures for reconciliatiqu,with the!Kaiser, which were first reported in
a cablegram from a Londoni
correspondent February 16, werethe preludes to the role which theBritish monarch is now playing. Gee-1
-many's concessions with regard to
tire police will not be complete sur-
render to the French dernaOs for in-
truetiag the police organisation to
France and Spain, but will provide
for the co-operation of Italy. Ger-many considers that a triple police
control will not only safeguard theprinciple', of the internationalization
of Morocco, wherefore she has con-
sistently contended, but through theinclusion of her Italian ally of theDreffund, also protect adequatelyGermany's special interests.
"The straw vote' at Algeciras onSaturcoy, wherein the Fatherland
was supported only by Austria andMorocco created a painful impressionin high quarters in Berlin. Its dis-
closure of Germany's almost com-plete isolation at the conference un-doubtedly 'hastened the decision to
agree to the compromise as outlined
above.
Important Farrow.
Algeciras, March 5.—The Russiandelegates are submitting today animportant expose of the situation
showing that the policing of Morocco
can best be performed by France andSpain. Striking results are expected.
DIED SUDDENLY.
Mri. Catherine Saffer Passed AwayQuickly of Heart Trouble.
Sunday morning Mrs. CatherineSailer died suddenly of heart trouble
at her home on Thirteenth and Bock-infan streets. She passed away before
mefReal attention could arrive, andtheir necessitated Coroner Frank
Eaker viewing the remains.
T.* deceased was forty-tvrwo years
of age and had been in this city six-teen years She aws born in Penn-
sylvania and was the wife of Mr.George Saffer, who survives, as do
six children.
The funeral was held yesterday
afternoon at 2 o'clock, with inter-g
nsent following at Mt. Carmel.
Mr. Austin Tyndall, of Memphis,
Tenn., is in the city.
e
LOWER BOARD RE}
LISTEN REPRESENT TIVE CITIZENS
MAYOR YEISER'S REPORT AND SUGGESTIONS ENTHUSIAS-
TICALLY APPLAUDED BY JAMMED AUDIENCE--McBROOM
TURNED TRAITOR—FIRST PASSAGE WAS GIVEN AN OR-
DINANCE FIXING THE TAX RATE AT Sitio—EMINENT
LEGAL COUNSEL WILL ASSIST IN PROSECUTION OF THE
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
Although the council chamber last
night was crowded with a body ofPaducah's representative citizens, de-
manding their rights at the hands of a
republican bosekl it had placed in
office to represent the tax payers ofthis rapid growing city there were de-
nied the right of citizenship—to beheard on an all important municipalquestion. They had gathered there to
protest agaidee„the leving of the
dicstreet lighting c act to a corpora-tion that wound t down the citylight plant and let °wands of dol-lars go to decay at cost of the tax
Payers.
Councilman McBroom promised
recognition before the roll, call but
the assemblage was turned down by
the board referring tis• matter to the
aldermen.
First Passage was given an ordi-
nance fixing thetax rate at $1.6o
'Cloubtless seeing the trend of
public sentiment was strongly re-
verse to the course outlined by the
aldermen regar g "farming" out
some of the c• s street corner arc
the c •lmanic board last
_evening assuldr feiritialei up' the ques-
tion, but referred it back-to the other
board, where it originated. The ref-
erence back was a sotrrce of m;tich
regret by thbe many hundreds of peo-
ple present alt the general assembly
chamber in the city hall, as the con-
coarse desiring to show what a unan-imous protest they could make
against the unprecedented section of
the upper legislative body 'Which at
its last session voted to enter into
the contract ,witils the Stone & Web-
ster people to' furnish seventy-five
lights for the public thoroughfares.
The crowd at the hall last night
began arriving early and by 7:30
o'clock standing room was at a preen-
inn, everybody anxicodly awaiting
some action on the light question.
There INSA present the workingrrra'fi,
the banker, the lawyer, doctor, huski-
ness men, and in fart large delega-
tions from every walk of life, and
their sentimiros were evidenced
-applause greeting the 4rke of
through the uproarious iftbursts of
Mayor Yeicier when he stetitted to
the board the figures on which he hasbeen woriking the past week, and
whic4i data shows the entire cost of
maintaining and operating the city's
powerhotree and lighing systeni sioce
it w3 'I inaugurated twelve years ago.
He gathered together these figures to
show that it did not cost to keep upthe Plant what the Republicans
cla(rned it had.
The mayor submitted them to thehoard in making 'his vigorous fight
against "farming" out any 74 theplant, he like others, expecting the
council to bring up the action of the
alderuse.n fhr concurrence or rejec-tion. -These figures are published infull in, another column, and on the
mayor completing his able and welldirected speech the great crowdthere nearly raised the roof with loud
applause, 'approving his every re-
mark.
Supplemental to Ms report, the
mayor informed the council he had
received a proposition from the
Leverne Machine company, which
agreed to furnish a certain kind of
engine that matfufactured gas used
to run the powerhouse machinery, so
that lights would not cost the city
more than $17.5o per light every
twelve months. In this connectionhe continued that he learned- these
-Laverne people, wirrf lIre -rated al
very wealthy and reliable concern by
the commercial agencies, could send
a man 'here for six months to run the
new gas engine apparatus and teach
the city employes bow to operatethem if their system was installed.
The mayor had the floor for quite
a while and made a very strong seidimpressive talk on the importantproposition, closing by stating that
he always advocated the city own-ing its own pli*t, and he now recom-
mended that Ake legadative boards
give authority to the board of work.*
to put the powerhouse in first class
condition, and the rounicipality con-
tinue operating the system juat hire
as Of ofd, and not let are, private
concern get a had on the public
plant.
A number of citizen's and attor-
neys were present to make speechesin protstirig against the •aldermartic
action, but the council decided thatinasmuch as the matter originated in
the aldermanic board, that theyo.the
&mod?, would do nothing in the
premises' until the other beefy had
finally passed on it. Looking to this
end, the council referred back to the
ether legislative body the contract.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
ERECT GALLOWS
In the Courtroom Says
Judge Gordon.
FOR EXECUTION OF
A NEGRO MURDERER.
City Authorities Objected to Use of
Vacant Lot Near Its
Hall.
ONE WOMAN WILL
WITNESS THE HANGING
Madisonville. Ky., March 5.—JudgeGordon issued an order Saturdayafternoon that Garth Thompson, the
negro murderer, be hanged in theCircuit Court room in this city.
'When the county authorities' setabout fixing a place for the hangingthey chose a vacant lot near the cityjail. The city authorities objected tothis arrangement and the matter waslaid 'before Judge Gordon, who issuedorders to the sheriff to buikl .thescaffold in the coort room.
Thompson *kite Avecuted March16. The scaffold ea In erected over
the judge's desk lied court will notbe in session on the day of the hang-ing. One woman twee asked to wit-ness the hanging, and she will be
admitted.
Thompson killed William Brew.
GallOwil Will Be Erected.Judge Gordon is out of the city
and no communication can be had
with him, but the circuit clerk saysJudge Gordon did make the state:
rnent that if. they could not ma'ki; ir-
rupt:nests to hang the negro at the
city station-house that they wouldJiang him in the 'circuit court room,
as he could not afford to have such,
a building erected for the bangingis required by kw.
ALL RE-ELECTED
OLD OFFICERS AND DIREC-
TORS OF CHESS CLUB RE-
ELECTED
Probable That Body Will Before
Many Weeks Give Its Annual
Reception and Smoker
Last evening at the meeting rthe Chess, Checker and Whist club
:n their elegant quarters above Gehl-
schlacger's drug store, at Sixth and
Broadway, there was held the annual
election ot officers by that social or-ganization. As a result of the bal-loting the old officers were all re-
ciected, tbey being Dr. J. Q. Tayloc,president; Charlet) Thompson, vicepresident; Nolen W. VanCtslin,
treasurer, and Frank B. May, secre-tary. The president has served con-tinually in that capacity ever sincethe club was organized, about EveYears age.
President Taylor will immediately
select his committees who are tohave charge of the resgsective depart-
ments of the club for the ensuingtwelve months.
The old board of directors was re-
elected last evening artso. they beingTV-Taylor, Harry theyers, HenryMehl, Nolen W. VansCulin and; Rob-
ert L. Reeves.
It is probable that' the club- mem-bers will before many weeks givetheir annual smoker and reneption;
which are suoh popular events and
always attended by launders/is oftheir friends.
. TOM JOHNSON.
• finhanspolis, Ind., Marcie 5s—ToinJohnson, of Cleveland, will be thetiew cksnocratic national oonisnittee-man from Mite succeeding John R.!i c hew .
ELECT SUPERINTENDENT.
Me. George 0. bicBreoen Not aCandidate for' the Position.
This evening the akbepol board
meets at the Wlishington bnilding, onVVkit Broadway, and during thegathering there comes up the elec-tion of superintendent of the eitypublic schools for the next scholasticyear, commencing September tsth.The incumbent, Supt. Lieb, will be
re-elected. Councilman George 0.MkBroceni, whose name has been
'mentioned in connection with the
VOL 64, NU. 262
place, yesterday announced that hewould not be a candidate, :unless avacancy had occurred, this being 'hisintention all along.
QA11 FOR DETROIT.
Detroit, Mich., March 5.—Eighty-
----, sro. f‘Nr April. a reduction of ten
„ 
,_aly become
a probability. Tliouncii will receive
a new proposition practically without
conditiints and the committee onfranchises is practically agreed upon
accepting it. The nets proposition
will save consumers $isomoo and will
cause a reduction of ten cents a
thousand its April and all sub-
sequent ones.
After being laid up in the canal for
several months, the Golden Rod, the
United States Bghthouse boat, left
Louisville this morning" at 7:45
o'clock. She is bound for Cincinnati
and upper river points. The boat
will be in constant service for sever-
al weeks at /east..
ALEXANDER'
ARRESTED
DETECTIVE MOORE WENT TO
PrKENZIE, TENN , AFTER
HIM.
John Bolen Charged With Stealing
Wheel of Mr. Henry Rankin-.
Charged With Seduction.
Detective T. J. Moore left yeater-daar-sanseriag for McKenzie, Tenn.,
after John Alexander, the negro
wanted here on the charge of seri-
ously cutting a woman, several
months ago out on Washington
street. He got away at that timebut was found at McKenzie and or-dered arrested. The sleuth is ex-pected back this morniag with the
accused.
•
Alleged Bicycle Thief. '
John Bolen was arrested yesterdayby Officers Johnson and Hessian onthe charge of 'waling the bicycle .ofMr.. Henry Rankin from the
staff-Orm saw mill plant on
Second street. thalen was up am al-ley trying to hide the bike whenespied by Patrolman Hessian who
Ihnotieht something was, wrong and.put biro under arrest.
Drwsk. and Disorder ly
Rich Williams and Henry Mitchell
were arrested yesterday by 'Officers-Gourieux aid Rogers on the c-herge
o'' being drunk and diseederlYa
 Thenegrbeo were arrested at' the John
Moore‘tsaloon on Seventh atsita\di•
ants strews, where they were indulg-ing in rife ‘tnerry pastime of heavingbottles, axes, chills and other things
at each other
Last night a negro dance was giv-
en at the hall on taat cornet' and
more' darkies raised a racket in this.
saloon, but by the tinilssahe officers'
could get there the darkies had pull-
ed out. They will be warranted to--day and arrested also. Lieutenant
Thoenas Potter last evening stated;the officers were having Considerabletrouble about twice a week now at.that corner, as about that regular-there is given the colored dances
vAieh draw characters from all over
.t.lakeity
Notlanag Doing
Detective T. J. Moore returnedSunday from a -several days' absencefrom the city on the Win. hetrisanhlmurder case, but Se did not succeedin effecting any arrests in conieetion
with the one. The authorities con-
tinue. however, making a strong and
vigorous search for the guilty andhope to bring them to tires. beforelong_
Seduction Charged.
Sunday evening an officer frameReneselaer, Ind., came here and hiedHarvey E. Lowman arrested on the
charge of sedtteing a young woman
at that Indialia city_ Yesterday
morning the nut side officer went backhome with 'his man, having pro-
cured the necessary requisition.. pa-pers before coming here and havingtowielin 'arrested.
Lowman came here some monthsago and worked for the. indepeadentTelephone enmpany. He was *r-oosted at the Leveatt Hnel on Thad
Sunday evening
by Detectives
and Jefferson streets
about 7i3o o'clock
Moore and Baker..•
EMPANELED
GRAND JURY
JUDGE REED DID THIS ANfl
THEN CAME BACK FROM
BENTON.
J. W. Edwards Was Ordered Taken
to the Hopkinsviiie Asylum—,
Morgan Woman Not Unsound.
Yesterday Morning Judge W. M.
Reed went out to Benton and opened
the spring term of circuit court. He
emparreled the %and jury and then
returned here in the afternoon. He
goes out again this morning to swear
in the petit jury, and then take up
trial of the different action before
him. There is not much pending and
probabilities are be will finish with
the jury cases this week.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday con-
veiled his quarterly court, and he is
new being engaged for the balance of
the week hearing the actions com-
ing before him.
Adjudged Crazy.
Yesterday in the county court J.
W. Edwards, of 708 Tennessee street,
-was taken before tht jpry in the cope:
of Judge 'Lightfoot, and convicted,: of
being insane. He Is a machfnist and
engineer and has been acting very
peculiar for some months past, it
seetning that something causes him
to constantly brood, until his mind
has been wrecked. He will be taken
to the Hopkinsville asylum by Dr.
B. I'. Hall, the family physician. Mr.
Edwards is fifillstwo years of age and
leaves a family here.
Negress Dismissed.
Stella Morgan, colored, was yes-
terday dismissed, on the physicians
examining her being of the opinion
she is not mentally •unsound. She is
the colored woman who went one
night last week to a white home On
South Sixth, near Ohio street and
forcing her way inside the residence
refused to leave. It was thought she
surely must be crazy, but he proved
not to be, and was released from the
.xiunty jail where she has been held.
Reeves' Bankruptcy.
Judge W. I . Lee, of ?ilayfiekt, will
probably somee:nie next week take
more proof in the Reeves - Bros'.
bankruptcy proceeding that was re-
ferred to him by Jacket Walter
Evans, of Louisville, to take proof
and report findings. He set a date
last week to take the evidence, but
had to postpone it because Judge C.
H. Bush. of Hopkins-vine, could not
be at Mayfield at that time. He is
one of the lawyers in the case. The
Reeves arils. owed the big general
store at Miayfiekl and made an as-
signment. Creditors are trying to
force them, and also their wives into
bankruptcy, claiming that the latter
were partners in the defunct firm.
BRASS STOLEN
FRED SMITH AND ERNEST
PORTER HELD OVER TO
THE GRAND JURY..
A Continuance Was Given horn
Scott and Thomas Albritton of
Charge of Stealing Wire.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sandera held to the cir-
cuit court grand+ jury Fred Smith and
Ernest Porter, who are charged with
s.ealing brasses from the Illinois
Central railroad yards
Tom Albritton and Isom Scott
were given continuances moil tomor-
row, of the ease-charging them with
stealing some copper wire from the
Foreman Bros. Novelty works, and
selling it to Dave Itittoff for several
dollars, by claiming the iroperty be-
longed to them.
A fine of $an and costs was as-
sessed against Albert Massey for a
breach of the peace charge.
For fighting. Will Reynolds and
Raffie McNeely were each lied Sae
and costs.
A fine of Us and costs, and int-
vrisoninent of ten days, was given
Robert Harris for carrying concealed
weapons.
'There was dismissed the breach of
ilh'e peace charge against Rufus Col-
lins.
IsouiseVatighan was given a con-
tinuance until today of the case
charging him with Carrying concealed
'weaponry'.
Milwaukee Murderer CaPturAd:
;Milwaukee, Wis., March 5.—Antr,-
Mo. Saiesitarjo, wanted here for mur-
der of 'Thomas, Tarantle, was arrested
in Palermo, Sicily, today. He will
be given a trial there. The prefect of
police itt. Palermo will take the tee-
timony of Milwaukee witnesses. ivery agreeably, surprised as the La-
.'
Baseball I
The Paducah players will begin re-
porting the first of April. Some may
roll in before then.
Just , as soon as the weather moder-
atet and winter leaves Itsarbie ent
Thunriaon, of. the Padocalt all
association, ail! start work getting
League park in shape for the ap-
proaching seasop.
Manager Lloyd is booking exhibi-
tion games. 'He has riatee with Cin-
cinnati, Memphis and Nashville and
has letters out *to other clubs. It
is possible that. there will be a good
bunch of exhibition games before the
season starts.
It is reported that President Gos-
snell will appoint Bunk on his umpire
staff. Bush is a good man and it was
a mistake of Former Presidlent
Brown in letting him go last year-1
Mattoon Star. What does the Star
know about it?
Notices were sent out yesterday by
the chairman of the schedule com-
mittee to all the members of the
league requesting them to be pres-
ent at the meeting of the schedule
committee at the Hotel Rexford,
Centrrailia, Ills Sunday, March Ts, to
take an active part in the selection
of a schedule for the year of 1906.
Manager Watkins is getting to-
gether a likely lot of players at In-
dianapolis, but a -great many of
them have strings attached. From
Detroit he will get six men, but 'De-
troit reserves the right to sell or re-
call any or all of the men at any
time duriag the season. Would be
kind of tough for he Indians to be
winning the pennant and one morn-
ing hasc darait stcp in anti. r;ddle
the team asaildn't itDanville
Cotmnercial.
If one of our new metnibers want a
good man they had best take on
1Sheeney• Chides \Nei& He is
a natural born swato.logist and when
he comes to bat a big lump always
rises in the throats of the slab art-
its, that almost chokes them to
death. Charley. is a fielder, a south
paw pitcher, fast on rite sacks and
full of snap and ginger. He's a
snappy ball player front the start to
-finish. His price is a little too high
for cairo.--Cairo Bulletin.
Manager-CapteM P. MCAndreas of
the Keokuk (Iowa) baseball club is
in the city He bleeder the conse-
quences of the effect of the Iowa
anti-Senday law- on his league. Pathas
arranged for a series of exhibition
games with Jacksonville and if he
can arrange with Vincennes will
come down to Cairo and Padtwah for
two in each place. He received a
letter from Larsen, Manager Me-
Carthy having offered to release. the
brilliant little outfielder to Keokuk,
saying that he would play bat at
Cairo or the town lots of Chicago
for his.—Cairo
A telegram from Mattoon., Ill.,
sayss. "There Is Meets, to be some
friction between Danville and Cairo
in the Kitty league over the posses-
sion of Pearl Holyeross. Danville ;4'
laying claim to the twirler and Cairo
is standing pat on the proposition
that Holyee set is the possession of
that team. The controversy goes
back to the sate of Holyeross to the
New York 'American league for $500
and the failure of the "iron man" to
make good. in the big league. How-
ever, the Cairo management has an-
nounced that for the good of the
league Holyeross will he owned over
no certain conditions. tan that he will
not be sold to New York or any
other club for love or money."
The Terre Haute Star on Wednes-
day contained the following concern-
ing Pat Downing, the big catcher
who played with Princeton last year
and who is known to the fans as
"Lizzie."
"Pat Downing, a catcher has been
perrotrased by Terre- Haute from Us-
Nashville club of the Southern
league. -As his name indicates,
Downing is Irish, and before being
graduated into the Southland league
he slid stellar work behind the bat
for the Princeton (ramie the K. I. T.
organization. Last season the coarse
of the Princeton club was not jest
as easy as sailing down the Wabash,
and the club owners passed in their
check*, .hasehallically speaking. Nasoh-
ville grabbed Downing and he fin-
ished the season therg and inciden-
tally, made good."
INspoleap Lajoie• Official Base
Bail Guide for to* is the first guide
on the market this spring andi it
copy has just been received at this
office. Eandom has been awaiting
the publicatn of this guide with
considerable' interest because it has
Wen a matter of general curiosity
as to just what kind of a publication
the much talked, of Lajoie guide
would be inasmuch as this is the first
time that a player actively engaged
in the game has ever essayed the pub-
lication of a guide. If there have
liken any doubters about the merits
kif this guide they are going to he
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Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday, came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we American!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE LAM ONE OF THE $ PER C.ENT.
TWAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I timfout NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. EDMUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY., IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA, TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WNISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARNS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, Ds C., Feb. at, 1906.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor,
Frankfort, Ky., says "That 95 per
cent of so-caned whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers. Only 5 per cent, of
straight whisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this a per
cent, selling the pure whisky is Amer-
ica tinder the green guatimtee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirit's and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY DISTILLgR ANOTHER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH WHISKY, DIS-
TILLED BY A. CUMMINS, COON HOLLOW, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
One Quart, • P $1 00 Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50,
1-2 Pint .25,
Drink .10,
66
Si
66
it
al
66
64
it
With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
116 S. 4th St. DON GILI3ERTO
There Is Only One •
Road to Right!
AND THAT IS RIGHT. TO DRINK THE CELEBRATED WIL-
LOW SPRING WHISKY. THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO
TRUTH—AND THAT IS TRUTH, WHEN YOU DRINK, DRINK
WILLOW SPRING BOTTLED IN BOND
THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO GOOD—THAT IS GOOD-
NESS OF DON GILBERTO TO SELL US PURE WILLOW SPRING
WHWCY BOTTLED IN SOND AT THE DISTILLNRY IN NEL-
SOICCOUNTY, COON HOLLOW, KY., BY A. CUMMINS, THEIR
DISTILLER, AT PRICES TO SUIT THE RICH AS WELL AS THE
_ POOR FOR PURITY.
joie guide is everything that has-been
promised for it and is sure to make a
favorable impression with the greet
army of baseball fans. The guide
ts less technical than other publica-
tions Of this character which has ap-
peared in the average fan cares for
and besides this it is teeming with
intereating icatilrefl which are no•
ticably absent in other baseball
guides. The illustrations alone are
well worth the price of the Lajcrie
guide because in addition -to the regu-
lar sterotyped pictures which are al-
ways to he found in I baseball guide,
this book is full of action pictures of
the famous players of the present
day and there is a special group of
pictures of the world's series be-
tween the New York Giant', and She
Athletics which were taken especialls
for the Lajoie -guide. Besides illus-
trated articles on batting, bunting,
pitching and base running the guide
contains the revised rules for 1906.
The Lajoie guide is for sale at all
news stands.
• Seventh Child for Goulds.
New yotk. March 3--A girt was
born to Mr. and Mks. George J.
Gould. This i2 their seventh child.
Mir. Gould is rejoicing, and in cele-
brating the arrival of the baby re-
marked that his family was opposed
to race suicide.
Cream for 1
Henry's Aseptic
chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lip,
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
n8 skill. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a We food that sup-
plies just th^ight blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor r_-reasy.
Oehlsthlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Special Book Sale
' lair=
Harbour's
AT
Book Department.
MONDAY WE BEGIN OUR ANN
SAID. DON'T MISS
500 cloth Ilbund Standard Classics
at  
 
12v,0
dcopy rights
$2.5o copy right novels, latest and
best, at  75t. 900. $1.10
Woman's Exchange Cook Book,
worth $r oe, for  57e
HUNDREDS OF GOOD THINGS
VONIARIES AT.
We will pay $rao fo the ret
• Sale Tickets: IA, 262,
UAL CLEARING SALE. 'NUFF
A GOOD THING.
White House Cook Book, always
sells for $,.o, now ' 87*
Full leather binding Webster's Dic-
tionary, indexed for $1.65
Padded leather edition of the Poets,
worth $s 25, now 500
IN BOOKS, BIBLES AND DIC-
CUT PRICES
urn of any one or the following cash
647, 335 or yoe ' tit gill
Next to WaskifigOishos
The most dc-spited drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fit-es and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own
-Hot) Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes In the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed •
Both Phones zor. 13s South F ourth St., 'a/ Kent:tidal Munn,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Offieli-306 Broadway Phones:Mee 385-11taildepoe1696
Subscribe For. The Register
MAIM, EFIN6tR & CO.
Undertakers 'and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH TIIIRD ST. PADUCAH. KY q
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE ACENCY
REAL !Mat, varrvERN rawrvarr rmuct. awn
tTflLY PAYSIENt LOTS FOR INVIETWOOkrt. IrEMIN
REALASTATE puimAt AND PRICE LIST
MU TO EVERYBODY. SEND PO R IT.
EDO W. warnmsipsex. **thine& Ow
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726'
414.04141•4104441116.04.444411444441•4+4444441+44444.144.6.4.44440—All
J l COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52°J Broadway.
4_1.4.14.44.4.•••••
L. 
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
4
••
S
DIZZY? 'ReadThis "A friend of Mine suffered with backache,headache and dizzy spells, and seemed quiteworn eutfrom menstrual troubles," writes MissG. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., "but sheto* Cardul by my advice and is now well."
Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach sick?
, In women, these symptoms are often signs of disordered nervous system, or of liver or heart
• trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These functions
.4.•' are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
• is no stoppage, still, a gentle, cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—
every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, and
i will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you lose
all interest in life.
To cure yourself, take worn'an's 'best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonic •
and pain reliever, is the old, relial4le, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:
'nee, I
4
uct anir
*me 4 will 
whatever
send you
Advica, ki plain 
sm 
aursiom Andress:
Dept, Tba CbdlagOaga AUM.e Co.,
( 
BIG IC f &t4$ii1J 3TA1 RULE DAY
MATENS NEW YORK
'IF CAR
'
New York.' 'March 5.—With sum-
Thes pet a long time off, the price of
ice bad lama* be, raised by the
American ice company from 3o cents
to so cents a hundred pounds. With
an advance thie early in the year
there is reason to suppos.! that the
price will go dill higher toward
June.
Never before Iva:. there been such
a bad year for ice. Four million
tons were harvested from the Hud-
• 
son river law year only 600,0co. tens
this year. By ching h$tWio.
iai plant, et. w ork tq 
q he 
thlhLtet
most capac, is said, t ice
parties may be; able to get •
tons of the $irtificiat pe as'
against s0000n. tons RV
last year's suppty 396,Opp t
Boisw. Idaho,
"Statesman" say.:
The Statesman is authorized to an-
nounce that Steve Adams, arrested
at Haines, Ore, Pehruftry ee, in tett-
nection' with the Stermenberg assas-
sination, .ha, madk a full and weep-
ing confess/km. This second conies-
'ion is far more important than that
made by Harry Orchard.
"This stater/sent wits made by *jas.
McPharland, detective, last evening,
in the presence of Governor Gooding
and J .H. Hawley, who is in charge
of the prostrettionl Illeriarland add-
ed that Adams' confession fully and
exactly corrbborates that made by
Orchard at every point touched on
by bqth.
"Moreover," MePharland contin-
ued. "Adams knows far more of the
workings of the 'inner circle' than
Criatard did, and is *hie 40 rive a
mass of detailed information that Or-
chard's confession did not cover.
Adams, 'however. was not at Caldwell
at the time of the assassination nor
left over for content-option this year.
Total Scpply.
Omitting the ice that will still be-
'harvested firom rivers and lakes, the
total maximum supply for this year
is estimated at 1,600,ocio tons. This
against a total available supply of
4.300,000 tons last year.
There is no longer any doubt that
New York 's in real danger of an
ice famine. The first rise in the
price of ice in New York went into
effect yesterday. Lad year ice fold
for 3o cents a hundred to private
fainities. For wholesale purchasers
lest year's price of 174c hae
changed to 25 cents a 'hundred,
a rebate of 5 cents for the man who
uses more than three tons a week.
••••Ism,,gmf
was Onchard at the time of the un-
suicessful effort in November. The
men who assiated Orchard on the
letter occasion as set forth in kk-
ehard's confession, /was Jack Simp-
kins,"
Still another statement made by
the detective wan that Adams' con-
(elision gave details of a large num-
ber of murder; that were not refer-
red to in any rnanner by Orchard.
Caldwell, Idaho, March 5.—The
grand jury continued the inquiry into
thc assassination of fonnor Governor
Ste-unenberg. One of the prisoners,
harry Orchard, was before the grand
jury all forenoon. It is stated a
cipher code book was found in Or-
chard's trunk after his arrest. It is
proving of great value, as by it the
detectives are able to decipher the
code letters and telegrams which
previously were meaningless to them.
This cipher, it is said, throws a new
light on the workings of the men
under arrest.
TORAKE WAR ON MUTUAL LIFE
New York, March 5.—Stuyvesant
Fish, president of the Illinois Cen-
tral teilroad, and antil recently
trustee of the Minitel Life Insurance
company and a member of the Mu-
Ware inveethgating committee, will
probably head a policy holders' move
ment inethatecumpany for.. inVagtifta*
Con afd.j refeiri. , It wits prac4icolly
eett)editodayithat 'sire Fists wit 1èa11
a etinetrittait 10( pricer f t
Mutual Life interests in the tfilteli
State* and Europe.
thak
ftivittiokiq
Odth
to netit ettick-
; koitItiat ti(Nivesitn.
lholdero in all parts of the United
Stales were mailed today, encl.:many
acelptaricerr are -expected by thoeei in
charge of the movement:, The Oro-
-4—. 
weed committee will work independ
cntly of the so-called governor's and
Lawson committee. It is, planned to
demand a thorough investigation of
the company.
The reports that Mr. Fish may be
asked to accept the presidency of the
item-060y in -the event- of -the over-
throw of the present regime are said
to he without foundation.
Eminent .Counael Engaged.
D. Cady lierriek, w'ho was one of
, the counsel 'o the Triresdale com-
mittee until Mr. Fish withdrew, will
be retained as one of the kgal ad-
visees to the international committee.
Sernuel-Undermier wilt be associated
With him, and other eminent counsel
*ill be engaged.
OST THE DEPOT. that beat discovered them and led the
way to the station. The two left at
People F sm Nortnern Kentucky Got 6:20 o'clock.
Lhst Yesterday Evening.
o 
WCALL'S WIFE GETS ESTATE.tw 
New York, March 5.--The will ofnot,box Vie late John A. McCall, who for
Many years was president of the New
York Life Inserance company, was
bled for peobate FritlisY•
three
evotreen,
learned, got •lost amongst some
care yesterday afternoon and were
unable to find the Union depot until
assisted by 4 couple of policemen. „
They came in on a steamboat and • According to the. petition for the
were en route to their home in, tbe probate,. the estate it valued at "over
Northern port ett the state. 'they $20,000•"
walked to the vicinity. depot It io left entirely to his wife,- Mary
nad getting 1.isst a a lot of, I. McCall, who is the sole executrix.
freight cars could not fired the depot.I The will is very brief, and is dated
Finally a couple of patrolmen on Feb. 17 last.
1.
March y.—The,
Shosalliree-6
people, a men and
whose .arnes were
MANY DOCUMENTS LODGED
IN THE CIRCUIT CLERK'S
OFFICE.
Effie Wilson Sued Lyman Wilson
for Divorce Yesterday —Eunie
Boyd Wants Divorce Also.
Yesterday Was "rule day" in the
circuit court, the day set apart where-
on the lawyers can file any docu-
resents in making up their pleadings
in the respective cases coming under
their cane.
Yesterday is the day set apart by
he court, according to law, which
permits these pleadings to be filed,
despite the fact no court is in session,
the term for here having closed eight
days ago. The documents are lodlged
with the clerk, and then when Judge
Seed next month convenes the
tribunal here for another session, he
will order the document's to be con-
sidered part of the records. This
dule day is let aside for convenience
of the lawyers, as it permits them to
Ilk the papers and not have to wait
many weeks until court re-convenes.
Many demurrers, answers, replies,
etc, were lodged yesterday.
...111=0••••••
Wife Wants Divorce.
'Effie leon yesterday in the cir-
cuit court filed suit for 'divorce from
'bed and board against her husband
Lyman Wilson. They were married
July 28th, i9o5, at Paris, Tenn., .and
she claims he is a confirmed drunk-
ard, wastes his estate and made It
provision whatever for her. Besides
the divorce, she asks for $25 per
month alimony. They separated
October 26th, 1905-
-WWlson is the young man teho
mysteriously disappeared last sum-
mer and was gone a week or so,
before found. He had driven one of
Terrell's buggies off, but his father
traced -bins over the country and he
was finally Vicated down in Ten-
nessee and &ought back home.
Another Mismated Pair.
Eunie Boyd' filed suit for divorce
against Essoline Boyd. They mar-
ried in this county during teoeandre-
mainedl together until 1903, when she
claims he deserted her and ha e re-
fused to again reside with her.
Sued on Account.
The Aultnran, Taylor Machine
company yesterday filed suit for $665
in the circuit court against Z. G., J.
W. and W. E. Whileer. Plaintiffs
claim this amount of money is due
on account..
TOUR EUROPE PREE.
The Courier-Journal. to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Couroir-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this %teflon. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, alb expenses paid, from - the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The 0.1c1 Ken-
tucky, Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the moat peetilar young
woman from estih district is to he :lie
one to mike the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-journal' are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot It is
estimated that the trifi'• alone will
cost the -Courier-journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There May
be a young woman from this section
who is a .candidete for thie tour.
Write theeCotitier-Jrnirnal,
Ky., for I list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Centro! R. R.
The Illinois Centtal meintains dou
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars. Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Loeisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour
tat resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orkans Feb.
37, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship millings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe
Send or call for descriptive menet
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
line.r..,,flein-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Not Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincienati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The keg
via Nashville, Chattanooga and Atianta
Illinois Central Weekly Excur
lions to California. Excursion car:
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tu.*
day from Cincinnati and. Loaisvill•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev
Pry Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing tither of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A..
F. W. Ha:19w, D. P
ville.
John A. Scott, A. G.
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH. G.
Meer.-
Cincinnati.
. A., Louis
P. A., Mere
. T. )4..
P. A.,
One-Way Colonists.
'One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal, and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
Fn., further information apply to,
7. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Traducali,—Jkj.--
G. C. WARFIELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
Excursion—St. Louis.
The Illinois Centre, R. R. will run
a special excursien to St. Louie, lcav
leg Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets will be
good returning for 3 days on regular
trains. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
honored on' sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Ws-field, T A., Union depot.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A. PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
1FILES AND WILL RESTORE TEl
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
,
Fir st-Cla•*
Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
, Prices Rumble,
J. J. Welch,
224 Broadway, ; PADUCAH, KY.
¶1.
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST..NO. no 
PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer. Company
(Inver permed-)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight. Machinery 2nd Hod Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones n
- _P. El. ritznntrIck, Stint.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraterriity Building
WED OUR ELECTRICAL AND• MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 incorporated
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduruth, Kentucky.
Capital amid Surplus $115/5,00ci1
ED P. NOBLE, PRE& 0. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES
N. W. VAN CU•LIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to size. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself him access.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
 •
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU
itAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 CENTS 'el_
ROLLN WE WILL SELL-YOU AT ONLY rl/se PER SINGLE ROLL
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, 15c, 20C
AND UP Tn $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
•
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONIKEVEABLX COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDSRS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS Rd
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DR-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING& ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES- AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE MT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
CMOs. TA.AEIM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
V.
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
.IAt Kegtster Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. Wit/ft:Ltd, President.
JOHN WILHELNIgtirgeasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHE4M, Secretary.
Entered it the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year
61x Months 24)
T 
.„,t
hree Months 
*A' aOne Week .06  
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should ceps*, the guatter to
The Register office. at 0110tt Tele-
phone Cumberland 31$.
Tuesday Morning
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Official Figures on List* Plant.
In this issuilq-Illals' Register is
published a full and complete report
of the city electric. ...light plant from
its very ineeption7rJanuary I, 1906.
It was coratiled•lausder the personal
supervision of Mayor Yeiser and
taken from the records of the city.
It was ,ofticiilly presented to the
lower bard of 'the general council
•
at it meeting last night.
For a week or more the mayor and
the auditor have been ransacking the
records, the reports and maps of the
city covering the past 11 years, and
officially say that every item of cost
and expenditure relating to the city
plant is embraced in the report.
'Ili; report being compiled by an
official Who was th•e chief officer of
the city during the period covered
by the report, excepting 1898, 1899,
1900 and 1901, it can be relied upon
as being correct. Some weeks ago,
wdsat purported to be a report of the
lighting plant was gotten up, so we
are informed, by certain members of
the general council, who had not been
in office, but one month, and never
held a city office before. In that re-
port a is alkged that the city had
operated the plant for to 'years and
nine months at an average cost per
year of $1x,125.o8; the average num-
beronights 131 at an average cost
par light of $84.92 per year. The
report is not correct.
Mayor Yeiser's official report
shows that the city has been operat:
ing.the plant it years at an average
cost per year of $8,293.32; that the
average number of lights were 148,
and at an average cost per light of
$62.50 per year, after figuring in
interest and depreciation. Which
shows conclusively that with all the
Lad management alleged, the extra
ordinary expense incurred by the
wrecking of poles and wires in the
-great sleet storm several years ago,
and the hew machinery installed and
extensions of the lights, that Padu-
cah has only paid $62.50 per light
and not $84.92 as charged in an„al-
leged report gotten up by some of
the members of the general council.
In that incorrect report /the inter-
cs,t on the investment is figured $13.-
437.00, when the report of the mayor
makes it $1o,546,58, a difference of
$2,890.42. The .committee figures
the average cost per year $11.125.08,
• and the mayor allows it to be but
93.37,adifference of $2,831.76.
The comnvittee gives the operation of
the plant mai year's, the records give
it It years. The committee give;
average number of litehte 131, when
the records absolutely show rag
lights, or 17 more.
The records fut3her show that the
city of Paducah, when it estabkshed
its own plant was paying the Pad#-
cah Gas and Electric Company $120
per year for each street electric
light, and has since produced its own
lights for $62.50, or a saving of $57.-
5o per light.. As the average number
of lights was 148, the city by owning
its own light plant saved $8,510 per
year, or in the it years it saved the
enormous sum of $93,610 or almost
FOUR TIMES what the plant coat
the city.
The garbled report of the com-
mittee puts the present value of the
city plant at $15,000; electrical ex-
perts who have visited Paducah say
that the Poles and wire are worth
$15,000. The lot on which the plant
stands is worth $1,000 more, now
than what the city paid for it. The
boilers, engine, generators and dy-
namos are of some value for they are
aupplying current for i65 lights at
4•
' this time, and common sense will tell
r anyone that a plant' furnishing 165
I lights is of some value and has notyet lived-out its usefulness.. Owing
to the advance in copper wire and
poles making the lighting circuits
worth 145,0eas, the value of the lot
increasing $1;000 sand the value of
the machinery and building at one-
half of . its original . cost, and. the
value wa.still be above $20,000.
A close investigation of the whole
quest* coevinees The Register that
00 grOunds whatever exist any
,:. .
great ccitrepl#9fs„ against the ting
plant coilagetlape the city of -Paducah,
and seetaiiinIP so ground's for tIse city
,,s • I,going_ 
to outglde concerns for lights.
..--
For, two spondee The Register ihas
been eorsitting ' the 'attempt to
abandon the -city plant, and the. fig-
....
Una we. have produced from time to
time have never been shaken: And
today we pet. before the public an
itiCurate an reliable report from
the mayor oi the city, covering every
item of expense in connection with
the city's electric light plant.
Denied the Right of Petition.
Again have the people of Paducah
been denied the right of petition by
one ,of its legislative boards. This
time it was by a republican board of
councilmen. Last night when
Mayor Yeiver placed before the boara
his report on th. light plant he told
the board that a number of -citizens
were present with a petition and de-
sired to be heard on the question.
The board never offered the floor to
the citizens nor asked what the peti-
tion was for. The preniding officer
left his seat, when there was no mo-
tion or matter 'before the board,
made his talk and tetid business.
The board had no eilliciair knowledge
of whal the citireata- wanted, nor
could they have until lacy 'heard the
citizens, yet they kneit"fhat hundreds
were present fOi• silhatc purpose and
the least the board !could have done
would have been to ask what tne
citizens desired. But no they did
not want to (hear from' the citizens
and we can prove it.
Before the meeting was called to
order President McBroom was 'in-
formed by es prominent taxpayer of
this city that a petition with over
700 names to it was there to be laid
before the courscit-ia that a num-
ber of the men present were men
from the shops, and suggested that
they be !heard as early as practical.
Priesident McBroom assured him
that the lighting question would
come up early and they could then
be heard. The Register can furnish
an affidavit to this statement if nee-
e-seary
We do not believe that the people
of Paducah endorse any such meth-
ods' by its legislative board.
1MAYOR YEISER 'GIVES
How to Get More Lights.
The lower board of the general
council last night passed up the en-
tire-41g-hting question to the board of
aldermen. The "contract" made by
the aldermen with the electric com-
pany was virtually ignored, for no
action was talten by the councilmen
on that illegal act. An ordinance
had been prepared authorizing the
city to enter into a contract with the
light company for street lights, and
was to be placed _before the council
for passage. but that board, veithotst
reading it, referred it to the alder-
men.
President McBroom took tae floor
and professed to speak for his lsoard,
and said he Was id favor of the city.
owning and operating its Plant,* but
that an emergency for more lights
existed and for that 
-reasem a cuts-
bract with the light compaify would
relieve the situation.
If the general council is sincere
aM really &Sires to give the city
more lights, all it has to do is to au-
thorize the Board of Public Works
to instafl the necessary machinery,
make the extensions and in less than
four months the city will hair all the
additional lights it may require. If,
on the other hand, the general coun-
cil is determined to have the addi-
tional lights furnished by 'the elec-
tric lighting company, it will be more
than four rnonthe before that can be
(kale. First it Will take a month
for the aldermen to pass an ordinance
up to the council-then another
month will be consumed by the coun-
cil in' passing it. Afterwards it goes
to the mayor for ten days, and should,
he veto it, it would take over a
month more to pass it over his veto.
Then some of the taxpayers would
secure an injunction and if need he
talce it up to the court of appeals
and it would be late in the fall be-
fere the question- could be settled.
This, of course, is an the presump-
tion that everything would go the
corporation's way, but we have our
chaffits on that score.
The quickest and safeft plan for
the city to get snore sheet lights itfor the city to enlarge its plaht.
THE OFFICIAL FIGURES
RECORDS SHOW THAT CITY HAS. FURNISHED LIGHTS FOR
$62.50 AND NOT $84.92 AS GIVEN OUT BY COMMITTEE-.
COMPLETE REFUTATION OF MISLEADING FIGURES.
CITY PAID ELECTRIC COMPANY $120.00 PER LIGHT
Paducah, Ky.; March 5, 1906.
To the General Council.
City. of Paducah, 'Kentucky.
Gentlemen:-In vieeiribt time faaleahat there has been a great deal of
c verey4ein regard to the matter of street lights in Paducah,. ana
the ahriveost of sam airid with,ithe intention of giving you some
-datam. my ivesti 's, 1' belVt8tsubmit the following statementa,
made 
ii.i. 
the cial rds of the city;
•!/' ta
May'a, 1894 to Jun* 1,
., • app..11101111111 for Light Account.
May 9, 1895, to June 1, 1896•..... „ 
May 9, account Consolidated Eng. Co
$ 5,500.00
. . .12,316.00
May 9, extension and improvements 
 
2,084.00
May 7, 1896 to June I, 1897. 
May 3, 1897, to June 1, 1898 
April 29, 1898, to June 1, 1899, 
May 15, 1899, to June 1, two, 
May 7, 1900, to June 1, 1901 
May 27, 1901 to Jane I, 1902 
May• 1, 1902, to Dec. 31, 1903 
January 1, 1903, to Dec. 31, 1903 , 
January 1, 1904, to Dec. 31, 1904 
January 1, 1905, to Dec. 31, 1905 
Tota' 
The original cost of the light plant
were as follows:
1894, site purchased from R. G.
1894, building, B. C. Fields 
1894-95 machinery and plant 
1895, extension of plant 
6,500.00
19,900.00
$ 6,7oo.00
7,000.00
7,000.00
8,000.o•
7,000.00
7,00.00
6,35o.00
9,000.00
;1,5oo. oo
10,000.00
•
 $105,950• 0'1
according to contracts made
Terrell $ 2,300. 00
2,269 . 50
17,316.00
2,084 .00
Total 
 
 $23649.50
The disblusements and expenditure!: for all purposes for light
count were as follows:
Disbureements account Light Plant
January 23, 'Ras, real estate for site 
August 20, 1894, to May, 1895 $ 2.000 SS
Augtrm ao, to May 31, 1895   &lei 75
June t, 1895 to Jae I, 1896 
June 1, 1896, to June 1, 1897 
June I, 1897 to June 1, 1898 
June 1, 1898, to June 1, r899 
June 1, 1899, to June I, tgoo 
June 1, woo to June 1, 1901 
June t, 1901, to May t, 1902 
May, 1902, to'Dec. 31. 1902 
January I, 1903, to Dec. 31, 1903 
January 1, 1904, to Dec. 31, 1904 
January 1, 1905, to Dec. 31, 1905 
ac-
$ 2,300.00
9,161.60
18,108.80
7.444•18
5.685,73
8,073 . 30
9,172.47
8,072.50
9.3889')
5.549-75
12,077.50
9,792•87
10,368 it
Total  
.• 
 $115,196.04
Less original covet gf.plant 
 03449 50
-Operating expenses and irtni4Wterdients 891,226.54
The official recordi of 147,10Fity show the following facts: That
while the apportionment, and appropriations for light account from Mal
3rd, 1894, to December 31st, 194, 4amounted to $105,950 oo
There was expended during the period named for this account
for all purpose, 
 
 115,196 co
And from this amount there was paid for the original con-
struction, including cost for site, buildings, machinery and
extension of plant 
 
 23,969 so
(The plant having been accepted from the contractors in Jan-
uary, 1895, and having been op•:rated during the month of
December, 1894.)
And the operating expenses included the unusual heavy expense
of the "sleet storm," and the changes in routes of the eery-
ice wires- from time to time, which amounted to (including
extensions, betterments and new machinery)
Which was an average for ii years 
The number of lights used shows as follows:
1895-Average number of lights 
 
, ' 
 t6
1896--Average number of lights 
 122
1897-Avertnge number of lights 
 
131
1898--Average number of lights 
 146
1899-Average number of lights 
 157p000--Average number of lights 
 157
1901-Average number of lights 
 157.1902-Aver a ge number of lights 
 157
1903-Average number of lights 
 157
n1904-Average ''umber of lights 
 163
torts
-Average number of lights 
 
165
,1
Total for ii years' 
 
 
 i,628
Average number of lights per year being 148, which makes an
91:220 • 54
,8,293 32
average cost. per light 
Adding for interest 4 per cent. on cost of plant  
 $23,969.50
Equal* 
.
'. 958.78
For 148 lights, $6.47, average per lighe per year 
$ 56 . 03
0.47
Average tosa, per tight per annum, including interest 
 
$ 62.5o
I take the position that the maintenance and betterments and exten-
sions of the light plant system, which is included in the charge for
eperating ei-epenses over and above the or*nal cost of plant.fully off-
sets any claim for depreciation.
If the expense of extensions and alterations had not been included
in the operating expenses, the cost per light in my judgment would
'have been considerably less, and without interest on the investment, the
cost shown as above 
The records of the city show that during the year 1894 the city paid
to the Paducah Gan, Light :and, Coke Company, $1o.00 per month per arc
light, or $120 per year each for the lights furnished by that company.
Also please bear in 'mind that et the time this plant was installed we
were all new and inexperienced as 'to its operation, with no appropria-
tions to build the plant. mol--for this reason much unnecessary money
was expended, besides much of the machinery at that time, op-to-date,
has now been discarded on account of neve and more economical im-
provements. It is my judgment, with the plant fully overhauled, new
and improved machinery installed, that we can furnish the city with 250
lights for practically what it now costs to furaish t65. The additional
-lights will at least average the whole, to a cost of less than $5o a light.
If you have any question as to my figurce, the records are open pnd
invites your closest scrutiny, and if am mistaken, would be glad to have
my ratention called to it. If you doubt the estimates as given, I ask
that .you call in the services of a competent electfical engineer as to their
verification.
This is the best argument I can offer for the, city continuing to op-
erate. her own light plant, and not be dependent on the service of an
outside corporation, operated without any competition, as it now exists
in Paducaoh; and while we may recognize the good will an4 intention of
the parties 'in interest, I do not deem it good policy for the city to
abandon what she has, and believe we Amid maintain and- operate the
plent under the exclusive siontrol of the city for the public 'benefit.
' If this plant is left entirely trader the control of the Board of Public
Works', who are officially responsible for its operation, control and man-
agement, I am sure the results will be satisfactory and will cost lese
than it did 51n the past,. and I earnestly recommend that you allow them
to have the plant put IlliMalt-class, condition, under the approval of the
General .Council, and continue to operate same for the use and benefit o(
the city of Pachicait. Respectfully' submitted, •
D. A; -YgISER, Mayor.
CammitteesFig'' Back of every Policy of
4.4-4-444.4-1-4-4-144.4.4-14444-frial÷Hoe
+ THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that t
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE E
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for policy-holders
Than any other Comity in NM
....World...
On Light Plant. t
Power house account 
Electric light account-
1894 ..... ....$ 2,730.05
1895 ..... • • • • 18,868 • 45
1890 ..... - 7,556.40
1897 .... 8004.53
1898 
 ' 7,859.94
1899 . • • ..... • 9,074.73
1900 
 7,773.36
1901 ..... • • • • 9,576• 58
1902 
 7,883.61
1903 .. • • • • 12,077.59
1904 
 
 9,792.87
1905 10,368.1,1 $ti1,866.22
$ 3.729-00
Ten years and 9 months. $115,595.23
Deduct present •eititnated
value of plant , 
 15,000.00.
$100,595 . 22
Interest on investment at •
5 per cent 
 11437.00
$114032.32
Average per year 
 11,125448
Average Nci. lights 131
Average cost per light  84,92
Average service 2,975 hours.
STATE LICENSES
H. A. DOUGLAS AND CHARLES
SMILEY SELL THEIRS.
Number of Deeds Recorded, While
Marriage Licenses were Issued
to Five Couple.
Yesterday in the county court
there was transferred from Henry
A. Douglas of South Third street be-
tween Tennessee and Jones, his state
saloon liceme that was bought by
James McNulty. The place was then
changed from South Third to too
Broadtray where McNulty conducts
a saloon. •
Char141401Sin1ley of t30 Kentucky
apeoue transierred his state liquor
license to N. C. Yoder of Tenth and
Norton streets. Douglas quit busi-
ness, therefore had no necessity for
his -license, that he seas, while Smiley
was refused a license by the city
authorities, therefore had no need of
his state grant.
Property Sold.
Property on the South side of
Salem avenue has been sold by J W.
Magnor to Margaret NE Cued, for
$tzto, and' the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
Land in the county was sold for
$150, to William J. Johnson by D. A.
Stewart
G. W. Norton's heirs sold to
Helena Evetta ftr Woo. property in
the Norton addition to the city.
Mrs. Belk Sisk sold to L. F. Ben-
nett for $too. property in the O'Brien
addition to the city.
S. F. Woods sold to Jerome Visiods
for $150, property in the Thurman
addition to the city.
Licenaid to Wed.
The county clerk yesterday Issued
marriage licenses to the following
matrimonially inclined couples; W.
E. Cartwright and Yfafy Edwards,
legal age, of Marion, Ill.; Ben Culp.
aged 44 and Deal Bonds, aged 39 of
the comity; at Cr Randall aged 53 of
H OW2, Neb., and Minnie K. Ellis.
aged 40 of Martinsberg, Ind.; James
Walter Hill, aged 26 and Cecil Cock-
rell awed as of the county.
A colored couple granted a license
was J. E. Johnson, aged 29 of
Marion, 111., and F.ffie Overton. of the
Name place.
For Sale.
1,000 loads of dry heating and c ,ok
s"ove wood $1.25 per two-horse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sons, 1,330 South Third street.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
4i444•+++4•344+441+++++4•06-:.4.44.
&Thompson.
Tailor
tuusziNzu
FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOU:: Plir- -
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRbi •
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES
OCIIIrCHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-s;
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
I I 46-Fatmt Bros'. I.pmher Co.,
Office. room No. 6, Fiat.
2346-Grouse, A. K,, Residence,
Sixth and Gay.
6l2e, 
Ky.
0-r 2-Dta)f. S t, A. B., Residence,Ty
249-Walker, S. H., Residence,
1210 South Sixth.
550-Ballowe, Mrs. Sarah, Resi-
dence, Third. and Clark.
Like other commodities, telephom
service shoula be paid according to
its value.
We bave in the city about 2,860
subscriber, or five times as many as
the 
and' 
Co., outside the city
 within the county we have 63
time; as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a '
telephone in your residence at 'the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will efiable you to readth fifty
million people font your home. Call
300 for further inforrnation.
EAST TENNESSEE•TELEPHONI-
COMPANY
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Riffle!,
Palmer House liar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
Pktures, Diplomas, Cartillcates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
212=21$3:MtttltitttttIt=ettmeem
IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDin any particular with the classof Job Printing you have beengetting, push the button and our
representative will appear. Newtype faces and machinery in thehands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to producethe desired Mitt. Proof of all
work submitted for your ap-proval 
• • • .
mumunnnumnssisagantummum
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. Phone 1058R
•
•
to
•
`,„.• • ,P
alyaeduhave, decided devotteo oduisrc:n teuentheregireest osaulrefaocftoFruyni, aitnThe firandest Opportunity to 
, closeout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered! isitriesegtoaingt COtoSPL. solr astisonacel;o. naf.dilee sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
 
keepers to furnish up. Everyegthir.ig marked res. Come early and avoid
the it niT-erms of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANYTWO STORES-414416 and 207-213 SOUTil 
ELECT OFFICERS
DELPH14 CUUB WILL HOLD
ANNUAL EUECTION.1.,
TODAfft.
Daughters of the Confederacy
With Yrs. Rey W—BlicKlaelilf
This lAftsennea. v
This morning at their m in
ladies of the Dielphic cis* ill
the officers who are to ber
year, eatiamencing it October.
The Komi isdtitibr.
This evening Miss Atalkbrifiliatat.
of Clay *trees, wilt -entesaain the
:Konacen• Klub.
Entre Nous Cub.
This morning the roatre Nous club
will be entertained by Mils; Frances
Coleman, at her home QI1 West Jeff-
erson street.
Daughters of Confederacy.
Mrs. Roy W. McKinney, of West
Jefferson street, will be hostess for
this afternoon's meeting of the
Confederacy, Who assemble at her
/home at 2:30 o'clock.
• Crescendo Clab.
The Crescent,a chat will be enter-
tained this afternoon • by Miss Vir-
ginia Newell, at her studio on Noeth
Seventh, between Broadway and Jef-
ferson selects.
Charity Club.
The Charity club will meet at The
Punier tomorrow morning st to
o'clock and all persons selling
tickets are urgent/of requested to be
athere. Tickets for ate Elbert Hub-
'bard entertainment at Temple Isreal,
may be secured at The Vahnier, Mc-
Pherson's and W)slietstein's.
\Married at Lamont.
Sunday morning at to o'clock there
was united in marriage at Lamont,
Miss Cecil COeltrell and Mk. Walter
Hill, both well known young people
of that viRage out in the country.
The imptials Occurred at the brick's
borne, Miss Rollie Knott being
bridesmaid, while Messrs. Albert
Jewett, of Bkndville, Ned Ashbtook,
of this city ,and WiOiam Fenwielq of
Lamont, all'attended the groom. Rev.
W. B. Wafts performed the cere-
mony, whik Mrs. Richard Clements,
of this city, played the welding
march.
The charming and pretty bride is
the daughter of Mr. W. T. Cokrell.
of the Lamont section. She is a
cousin of Mesdames' Edward Ash•
brook and' Riehard Clements of this
city.
Last, evening the couple was here.
eing ettertained by Mr. and Mrs.
nts, at the later's home on Clay
treet.
Well Known Here.
Information from Salt Lake City.
Mph, is that Miss Mnrgeret Pointer
of that city. and Mr. LeRoy A. Pal-
mer, of Grand Rapids. Mich.. will be
married March 14th, at the former
place. The nuptials Were to have oc-
cured next June, the groom havihg
been engaged in the mining business
• at Newhouse. Utah, hut now he goes
to Grand Rapids, Mich., to enter
business, -hence the date for the wed-
ding was set forward.
The brick is a very, beautiful and
talented young woman, who has often
visited Ora Leigh here, and who now
• Mikes her home with her brother-in-
law, Mr. Clint Leigh, editor of the
Evening Telegram, at Salt Lake City.
•
Preparing for Musical.
The Young Ladies' society of the
First Presbyterian church is prepar-
ing for a ninsicale to he given within
the next week or tiro at this church.
Mir. Blow. Married.
The Cairo,(Ill.) Bulletin of yenter-
Say, morning announced that at eight
o'clock the evening before Miss
Cellye Nichols and Mr. Vernen J.
Blow were united in marriage at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Wells, of 2827 Park Place West in
that city. The eeremony was a
quiet affair, witnessed by only
friend's and relative*.
The bride is a most beautiful and
bewitching yottng lady who has often
visited here where she is quite popu-
lar. She is the daughter of Hon. J.
it iiichols, of Bardwell, Ky., form-
erly treirenentative of that section in
the state'legislature.
groom is the manager _And
of Ote Hiram Blow stave
, plants over the country,
Lad main stockholder in the
Paducah 'Cooperage company, of
Nfjechanicsburg in this city. .He is
one ,of the wealthiest men in this
bu.css
vsliate it his second marriage, his
first wife being a sister of the pres-
ent bride.
RIBBONS FOR ALL TYPE-
WRITERS, THE BEST ON THE
MARKET, PADUCAH STAMP
AND STENCIL CO., 523 BROAD-
WAY. OLD TEL. 36.
STROKE OF
PARALYSIS
DR E. C DYCUS IN ' VERY
DANGEROUS STATE AT
BE.NTON
Mr. L. A. M Grief Got hitteage.
Announcing Serious In '01
Nephew, George Grief.
Mr Walter G. Dycus,  the well
known member of the Paducah Sad-
dlery company at Fourth and Jeffer.
Son streets, yesterday morning re-
ceived word that the night before
his uncle, Dr. E. C. Dycus, of Ben-
ton, was attacked with ply's and
is in a very dangerons conditiRp. It
is not thought he can survive the
affliction on account of 'his advanced
age tie being 85 years old and quite
feeble.
Sunday night he awoke from his.
skin:kers and was immediately at-
tacked, the stroke throwing him into
cnnyulsions and rendering his state
quite precarious.
Dr. Dycus has been one of the
best known and most eminent phy-
sicians in this section of the country
for half a century past, and has bun-
dled* of- Paducah friends who deepb
ly deplore his serious condition. He
is the father of Groceryman E. C.
Dycus, Jr., of Benton, also of Mrr.
Hoolie Cooper of that place. He is
the father-in-law of Mr. .Henry
Starks former sheriff of Marshall
county. Another daughter, Mr:.
Seek Graham, of Big Sandy, Tenn.,
was at his bedside yesterday while a
third daughter Mts. Emma Cason.
of, near Memphis, Tenn., is 2xpected
through today to attend his bedside.
Mr. \Vatter Dycus expect: to go out
this afternoon also to be with him.
Dangerously Ill
Nis. I.. A. M. Grief, of 'Fourth
an,; j:fferson streets, yesterday re-
set•ved a telegram fr in hs nephew,
Mr. Thomas Grief, of Lonisville,
uhn annon:.ce ; that the Paducah-In%
other •sephew, Ceerg.: Grief,
was dangerotisly Iv.
ver at his home in Caicago, Ill. The
ailing gentleman is the son of Mr.
Grief, fo:ms.'y of ft:is city,
hut now residins: in Vine Grove, Ky.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steamboat. registered
(4 tons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x274-
x4.Y2feet; engines 1ox334 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches 6iameterx22 feet, allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 iodises light.
Addreas W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
NEW LUMBER FIRM
FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER
COMPANY INCORPOR-
ATED.
The Documents For the Paducah
Driving Club Will Be Lodged
Today or Tomorrow.
Attack, of' incorporation were filed
yesterday 'afternoon in the county
clerks' office of Faust Bros. Lumber
Co. Capita' stock, $25,0oo.00, divided
into shares of $too.00 each, with two-
thirds siubscribed and paid in in cash
as follow's:
C. L Faust, $6,000.00; J. H. Faust,
$6,000.00; W. Hi. Newcomb, $1,on.00;
B. M. 'Wakefield, $500.00; J. R. Cole-
man, $soo.00; ). R. Grogan, Inooesoo;
The purpose of the organization is
to deal, at whoksale, in hardwood
lumber. It is. authorized to corn-
s:lance busineot March 5th, and con-
tinue for a• period of twenty-five
years. The hiidlsest amount of in-
debtedness shall not exceed $15,-
000.00, and the private properly of
the stock-holders is not liable for its
debief Mt. C. L. Faust will be
president, Mr. W. H. Newcomb, vice
president, Mr. J. H. Faust, secre-
tary and treasurer, all practical item-
ber men.
The Messrs. Faust, until recently,
were members of the firm of the A.
B. Smith Lumber Co., which was
organized in July, 1902, and which
.has had a very successful career,
having been located in Paducah since
April, 1904. They have also had the
management since its beginning, re-
cently selling their interests for the
purpose of organizing the Faust
Bros. Lumber company.
The home office of the new com-
pany will be Paducah with offices in
the Fraternity building.
The other stockhc.der is S. K.
Hale, Jr., who holds $2,000.
•
Paducah Driving Club.
Today or tomorrow there will be
filed with the county clerk the in-
corporating articles for the Paducah
Driving club, which is the name of
the company preparing to start the
new race track and driving course
two miles out on the Hinicksille road
behind Oak Grove cemetery. The
concern .capitaliges at $5000 and will
conduct horse shows, driving events,
Ms and other such sports coming
under that head.
The name of the incorporators will
he ckcided on today by the . stocks
'holders, and the documents lodged
with the clerk. The company has
alreay bonght the fifty acres of
ground needed, and will shortly cons-
mense erecting the grandstand and
putting the grounds in proper shape.
LIFE OF WOMAN
MISS MOORE SPEAKS THIS
AFTERNOON AT FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH.
Wires Prove Success at Broadway
Methodist Church and Will Be
Kept Up.
•
Mile M. E. Moore, of Georgetown,
-Kyss- will speak in the lecture ro
of the First Baptist church this after-
noon at 3 o'clock, and as a good, at-
tendance will be of direct 'benefit to
the W C. T. U., it is hoped that all
friends will, make a special effort to
-be present. Miss Moore will talk
on The Higher Physical Life of
Women" under the auspices of Ithe
local union.
I 111
Arrangement Satisfactory.
The arrangement of overhead' wires
to hold the speaker's voice down into
the. congregation is proving very
siallactorx at the Broadway Metho-
dist church, and the offlcials of the
SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BD/ SE-
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY-
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE' •
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANI'S%
'BETTER COME IN AND LOOK4 AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
Lender &Lydon,
309 Broadway, - Paducah, Ky.
S. r n Annou ncement
•••••••
MR. J. M. McPETRIDGE,
REPRESENTING THE
MILLS & AVERILL TAILORING CO.
OF ST. LOUIS, MO.
WILL BE AT OUR STORE TWO DAYS ONLY, ON NEXT MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
MARCH sTH AND 6TH, WITH OVER 500 SAMPLES OF SPRING AND SUMMER SUIT-
!NOS. WE RESPECTFULLY INVITE THE GENTLEMEN OF PADUCAH TO PARTICIPATE
IN THIS SPRING OPENING, ASSURING TO THE CONNOISSEUR OF CLOTHING THE
GRATIFICATION OF SEEING A LINE OF SUITINGS FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE
TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT OF AMERICA.
GRAND LEADER,
323 Broadway. Popular Priced Clothing. Paducah, Ky.
s.. 
congregation yesterday announced
the wires would be continued and
probably a number of additional ones
strung, as experience is showing this
in. a very good, feature and assists
the auditors greatly in. hearing the
speaker, whose voice heretofore was
not very audible on account of the
peculiar architecture of the ceiling
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS' In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to so a. tn.,
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
to 3
for the church. :3. K. HENDRICK. J. 0. MILLE!
Last Sunday was the second Sab-i WM. MARBLE.
bath the wires 'have been up and the
expectations were realized. 
Revival Continues.
The revivals at the First Baptist.
church continue with unabated in-
terest, and Sunday evening the at-
tendance -was so large that all could
not be accommodated: on the second
floor Of the building, therefore an
overflow gathering was conducted on
the first floor.
New Factory Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean war
and good were,. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*,
OSTEDOPAK:
6o3V2 Broadway.,
Phones, old 1431. New, 6z.7 
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build
lag, 523 1-2 Broedway.
Practice in all the courts et th•
state. Both oliones 37.
Candy
and will coitinue to keep up 'the rep-
Citation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
TEL. 75.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemeteiy Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, trioe TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
1 
We have any style you
, want, or will make
• it for you.
Harness'
$5.00 to $100.00
Per Set. _
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
Paducah Saddlery Company
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets. Pa ucah, Ky.
Buggies
$30.00 to $150.00
Each
We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you. F.
•
CAPI1ALS MAL4i. TO ORbER.
Austrara Is to Follow the Example.
of the United States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influsnces of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit.
erelly from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity al
Australia to have a capital In a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
hge. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the Iron way
still further connections must be built
to link it with theeonain Victorian Ago-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Inaependeels
estimates that cost of the railroad txtle-
struction eutailed will be 18,300,00
and that water supply, public bug&
dugs and land pttrc.kese will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to VS,o00,e00. After the
city is built it, will be a towel',
cial capital, just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
[population, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 50,000.
. An artificial capital, one created by
at as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an expert
naent under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop-
olis. Wee-IA.4ton oud St_ Petersburg
are examples. Washington is 4ntg4
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its fousders that it
would become an emporium, a by
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the aotivi-
lies of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
tin our eesond or possibly our third
class,
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,311300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,C60 by the latis
eet census. St. Petersburg is really ?
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affectlens and traditions
of Russia. It has a prcetige which
Peter the Grey (—old not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
Seta] capitals. Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have in 1% 'orinning. In this coun-
try the owl is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United State3 have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so. fast
that St. Petersburg Is In a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive, is regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to drive the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
New York Jehus Now
Goes to Cars.
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business." said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "I should say that
night farOrrom the theater district and
Broadwev have fallen off one-fourth
sides last December.
it used to be that a man In evening
clothes, especially if accorcpanied by ti
woman wearing garments eithily soiled.
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to oae of the elevated roads. that
was almost out of quection. The re-
sult was that the great majority of thea
ter s,nd opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carr!ages.
"Now it sis different. After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants tor
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-secon I street and
Broadway or-at the Grea41-Cen4ral.
"Men and wort.an who would scorn
the elevated croorfare cars when in
evening dress do not balk at theaubway.
They find the stations and cars yenerally
clean and roomy, and when they gat up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few block,
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss in in Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
a crosstown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Noe the subway taker. them right to
the fledge entrance. Why, now one 'lin
go frc't Forty-second street clear to the
ontsk :ts of Brooklyn wit'.out going
from ender shelter if the weather Is bad
"It's going to be still worse for us
when they get the &two Ittittting un-
der the river."
Hospitable.
, Policeman pc) tramp)—I want your
name and address.
Tramp (eerearticolly)—Oh, yer do, do
yer? Well, me tome Is John Smith, an'
me address is Number One, the open ate.
If yer call on me don't trouble ter knock,
IDA just walk in —Ecotsman.
HIS HIGHNESS THE MAYOR
Louden Official Has Robes of State,
Four Surds nd Rolde Many
Dig nities.
The attitude of *he average New York-
er toward tLi mayor of his city con-
trast* curiousiy with that of the average
Londoner toward the lord mayor,
The office ef the lord mayor of Lon-
don is hedges( about with the most
elaborate formalities. He has gowns of
scarlet, violet and black for various oc-
casions and a train bearer. The lady
may trees is uttended by maids of
honor; her train Is borne by page; in
costumes. In 1:le city his lordship takee
precedence in_nediately after the sov-
ereign.
When the ki: g visits the city the lord
mayor meets 1 im at Temple Tier and
hands him the sword of state, which he
returns to him. This quaint feudal cere-
naellY w observed *Club-.
tft
.the ch
I state,
rehtial the
Dottie o a mem the
royal family oi ....-n attending funeral
services. -411111101181,111Pliscoest is lung
above the lord mayor's chair at the oen-
tral criminal court.
There are other emblems of office—
the diamond sceptet , the seal, the purse
and the maos. They play an important
part at the awaiting in of the lord
mayor-elect
The city chamberlain, with three
obeisances, presents the scepter to the
retiring lord mayor. He in turn de-
livers it to his successor, who lays it on
the table in front of bAng,.. The chanther-
litnitilt4Se wtfiAeliere
to return with the seal—and three rever-
e: ore. Use Purse is similarly pre-
seat
er ggilaufteeloni follow from the
swordbearer, Mho, renders up tne
sword; the macebearer also resigns the
mace. The former lord mayor then sur-
renders his hey to the coffer in which the
seal Is kept.
There wee three keys. Of the other
two one is held by the chamberlain, the
second by the chairman of the lands
committee. To unlock the coffer all
three must, be produced.
Though this complex eeremoalal may
seem sadly belated, it has its great his-
toric Interest It Implies the sovereign
power and authority la ancient times ot
the chief magistrate of the city. The
scepter, sword and Mace are emblems
of royalty.
The lord mayor vu a merchant
prince In fact as well as by name. Hots
stW, by virtue of his °Mee, admiral of
the port ot London, e of wine aal
oil and other gaugab=cles, meter of
coals, grain, salt and fruit, and Inspector
of butter, hops, soap, cheese and other
articles coming into the port of London.
Needless to say, these duties are per-
formed by deputy.
He is, to mention but one or two
more of his dignities, a governor of
four hospitals, a trustee of St. Paul's
cathedral and a magistrate "in several
places." Perhaps his most curious of-
fice, next to that of admiral of the port.
is that of coroner. Here again the func-
tion Is only nominally his.
No troops may pass through the city
without the lord mayor's consent. The
pasuirord of the tterriZr Is Seat to him.
He is entitled to enter at any hour, day
or night.
TOO WIDE-AWAKE FOR BOTH
tight-Fingered Artist Does a Neat
Piece of Work and Aids
a Lesson.
A careless young fellow was often
warned by his careful father of the many
needless risks he ran of falling a victim
to the wiles of pickpoclkets. and was as-
sured that if he continued to display his
watch and chain so negligently they
would inevitably be taken away.
"No f:tar," was the confident assertion
of the son, "I'm much too wide-awake
for that to happen"
One evening the father offered to take
his son to a theater, and the opportunity
was eagerly embraced.
"Well, are your watch and chain all
right?" asked the father when he and
his son were c,oulfortably st tiled
"Of course they ace, was Jack's
amused reply. But when he beean to
feel In his pocket his smile disappeared,
and he shamefacedly confeSsed that his
watch was gone.
"Ha, ha!" laughed the father.
"Weren't ytic much too wide-awake for
that to happen? But perhcps you'd
like to know that I too: it, simply to
prove to you bow easy it is for a man to
fel- Ton ln a irowd." —
"You took it, father!" exclaimed the
young fellow, In utter amazement.
"Yes, my boy. I bought these scissors,
commonly used for such a purpose. and"
(still laughing) "just transfefred your
watch from your pocket to mine, and
see, here it is."
On putting his hand into his pocket,
however, the father also suddenly cease()
laughing, and looked quite, as sheepish
as Jack had done before.
"Jack," be stammered, "why, jack,
my dear boy, yours and mine are both
gone. Some one has evidently been
more wide-awake than both of us this
time!"
Use of Mops.
The Saiglish were taught the use of
hops by a native Artois, who intro-
duced them into England In 1524
They met with some hostility, for
pkyeiclans represented them as un-
wholesome, and parliament was peti-
tioned agaInSt them as a "wicked
weed." n 1528 their use was prohib-
ited under severe penalties. Henry
VIII. eppeare to have been prejedies
against hop.3, for in a mantis, re
dated Eitham. January, 15:l0, (Neuman
Injuoctkut to his brewer "not to put
We or lirlroatone" Into the ale.
• 
•
•
PROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL.
The artistic structure of soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of coMPle-
tloa, but that necessitated the open
lug of a new boa., and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room aftet
the sold chisel. At theemoment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Webbing-
ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and .fled, wh000lill; with
eelight at the ruin that Strewed, the
counter and the floor.
"It's too deilltente lead. Rute," said
I iancoa, store-
keeper. "I don't r
that you'd been eil it
up. lie jest allowed he'd a little
with yotto There s, real
Bud Me cutesinr °on
to u ey, noho
don't 'to be miss
Es, ' per,-
Ily„
ou don't know.' said ancock.
"Ike. 4414. i?leke a 0;1314.s PORA4P,
He's give you a (*mast to make s
right smart bettor
had afore. If be ha
o' you he might ha
build it up again.
never tell what a hi
out nor what his
do for him. Jever
Scubberly ?"
"No, nor I don't
the storekeeper as
funny than you
't been aakeered
told you how to
sir-ee, you can't
is goin' to turn
Lain' is goin' to
ear of Gosport
ant to," replied
began to pick
up the scattered map.
• *Yes dell know Until you 'de- belle
about him," said Hancock equably.
"You Aprobly think he's a new brand
cr Prallea, bUt he ain't. He's a Oros.
!trout" citizen. an' I remember the time
vote n it was the geu'ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
cd boys like Gos Scothberly uster be,
an' Gos owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
salty that 'ud. make your mouth
water. lister be rennin' around bare-
foot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones -what Efts out
of it," remarked the storekeeZ.coc
''(ice wasn't smart," said k.
"He was about as ornery as' trifilo' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
heart. He wasn't enough of an Wilt
to put in the state asylum, but he
did'nt lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy aa
—as Marve Parsons, there. His moth-
er jest kep' kim out o' school an'
didn't do a single Rein' thing but feed
him up an' make over him—'specially
feed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for Ws' Scubberly
was a little the best 000k that ever
drew the breath o' life in Missouri.
"She was a widder woman an' Gos-
port was all the young one she had.
Scutiberly left her a good farm an'
she sold It an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took • notion that
Gos was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let kiln out
of her sight.
"Weil, as I was Barn', Mis' Scub
betty was a No. 1 cook. She could
make waffles that 'ad jest molt in
your mouth, an' make pies that if
yea wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' flavorin's an'
seasonin's an' do things to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream amid be dose to
'ern. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all tan-
ner of garden truck an' she was all
the time lookin' around in the stores
for suthin' good or studytn' up re
celpta in the paper for suthln' new
that she reckoned might tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be delikit His vittles had to
be about jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much fiavorin'
in 'tether an' too little in authin' else.
You never seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up him never doin' a lick or
gettin' any sense or gumption. They
finly got to talkin' to the widder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for Gos. But
she didn't skimp him- none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an'
sasses more'n ever, an' worked her
der'n ever in the garden.
_ "Finly when Gus was.ohoot_2(1 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then?" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left him
clost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it. But there
wasn't nothin' in town fit, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
a year broke an' ready for pie In hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?"
AN EXPERIMENT t
IN TELEPATHY.
,"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but it's $20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppet
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of 11
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that la usually gum
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped La on my friend hat fe?
the sake ef old times. Colley HMIs
joist he had. Two Moms, Into lalottt,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone.
"Us seemed tickled to death to se,
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether thl) pavement
was down on Forty-weed street yet,
where the deed Ilse weis pelt and
Whether it sagged-Oh much sate wad
to. Theo we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
'That reminds he said sudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right here
In this town that's got every vaude-
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies. He does mind reading that
Would make Heller look like a mental
illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort of
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
it. But you don't believe it? Wilt
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
'"Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out OD the
table. 'You pick any card you ilk,
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's than, I'll bet
you 06 even'that hermit' tadilini the
card you picOlf irtitethe Øid•
"Well, I hated to Asks át4i from
an insane man like that, bete* C-
lews beard that they're apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have theft
own way. So I dna' out a twenty and
picked the klag of clubs.
—You're °a' I told him soothingly
"I think that his umber is 006
Blank,' he said, taking a legs notbook
from his poeket. 'Yea, hers It is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Bleak. Call him up your-
self so's there won't be any question
about it.'
"I went to the 'phone and got 300
Blank_
" 'Mr. Adams there? I asked.
''Yes, this Is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was it?'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well, it's the king ot clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar you?"
The speaker took another long putt
on his cigar as it to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something In
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," commented the man on his
Tight
"Yes, there's $20 of mine is it. but I
can understand it, all right enough."
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in again
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking •t-out it on the
street a few minutes later when whet
should I run into but Spider McBride
"Well, I told Spider where I'd bees
and all about Heller's wonderful
nephew. '
"'You don't say so!' said Spider
'Why; I dropped twenty on that same
cuss Ain't he a wonder, though? Jeo
kins, his name is.'
"'No, Aaanis,' rays I.
" 'What? Heller's nephew? Zen
king, I tell you. And his telephone
number's 306 Blank. I don't dro;
twenty io often but what I can re
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well. I know hie name's
Adams, but what's the use in fighting
about it? Let's go in here and get a
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of
joint, and we had two or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he want-
ed to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd jobs
for him as government Assayer.
-Spider went to the 'phone, but Jut
as he was about to take the receive;
off the hook the bell rang. Spider Pleasant for the Neighbors.
took the message. Friend—I should think your daugh-
" 'What?' he exclaimed through the tar's four hours' practice on the piano
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone would drive you crazy.
number. 'Hanged if It isn't! Yes, this hostess--Oh, not at all. She opens
Is 306 Wank. What do you want?' all the windows, and most of the.
'Say,' he called over to the barters sowed goes outdoors.—N. Y. Weekly.
der, 'some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.' He Just Had To.
"'1 think Mr. Jones is theo_rfro of. iMrs. Dearborn—I saiv your busham
diamonds,' he called back to Spider. out walking with your Ilithi-dog.-Does
'You'll find the list under the 'phone be mind?
book.' Mrs. Nt'aba..h—Does he mind? Well,
"I'd gone over to see what the game I just guess he dotes. I told him to take
Wu. I the dog out!—Yonkers Statesman.
-Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from uader the 'phone book 
The Objection.
"Why do you object to writing music
and glanced at it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the 
that is cesily, remembered?"
"Because, answered the composer,
'phone.
"that kind of time temps so. many peo
"That list had the 52 cards of the ple who can't sing to join in the chorus
deck written out and oppositeeesh one and spoil it."—Washington Star,
the name of some man. I DOW with
Parsons. interest that the king of clubs was her. l The Only Trouble.
"No," replied Hancock. "Re spent Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend, ePoor little Henpeck! He seems to
it all an' then got a good job. Wen- was the also of hearts, be a man of a good deal of nitive ability,
ceslaus Stevens came baCk from flail "Spider was still talking through the and he might rise to 1Dicetalt IT he had
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport .phot
'Mate' what I said,' he was say- '""Y—Owhai bell""r".Iin't of—RI: but Wein histhere. He with taster for a litg tea • •
house. They said kw had Mar framet let .nisisAimvw-rolkorhskiese-40607-'
palate in the whole trade. He's still
whin' money on that palate, Ornery, 
the four of 'Spades. No. this Isn't Mr.
Not De Expected.
fat an' limy an' Igu'rant as defer, but 
Jones. Ws Mr. MelPtille, Whom you
Introduced to Mr. Sailing the other "I see that the Russian wheat crop
he's makin' big money." day. And I've got a friend here with is abort by some 173,000,000 bushels.'
"The old lady done well by him, ' me that is looking for t certain gr. "But of termite no people MID raise
'ulna all, then," commented theatore I Adams with a gun. Goei&by.' wheat and *Idle it the sliene tIme."—
keeper. "fled probly have beet on "And he hung up the receiver. Cleveland Mit Desist.
the county if she hadn't edgeroeted 'well, anyway,' said Spider, as Me Imagination.
his palota." paid our cheeks, 'we just made $20 for
"I don't know," said Hancock. some poor sucker that didn't deserve 
"Who is the most Imaginative poet
yo know?"
mees.
thoughtfully. "He might have done it. I guess he hasn't got quite as good 
u.
tol'abl9 keepin' store."—Chicago an opinion of Heller's nephew as we 
"—Cleveland Loader. 
Skrauler. He refers to his verses at
Daily News.
rrbialle Wanted to lthyurillth piarp aabsow.lu, What
ou-all set type?" inquired a gander-
lansseteeckkeldiyyoluazing Arkansan who had perco-d 
into 
th
oerkofilce of the Poikville
"Yes," replied the able editor. "This
is the place."
"Wa-al," proceeded the visitor, "what
dothtn p„_ptl6kype liatch., and how long does ittairdi
Too Light` •
p 
uft compliment you on the re
me IS lightness of your bread," said
the woman cuatotner. '
"Thank you," rejoined the baker. "It
le MI trito turn out the Itafrat
if you get it much liShtig
• ..")(414"
two of your pound loaves to weig 1
ounces."—Tit-Bits.
Telepathy.
"Bo you ran across dst millionaIrs
Il'hen You was gout' we 'n de read," said
Meandering Mike.
"Yes," answered Plodding Pete.
"Any conversation?"
"No. We lee' exchanged thoughts. 1
was wishIn' I bad his money an' he was
wisbin' he had my sppeUte."—Wash-
ington Star.
A Straight Criticism.
"How did you like my talk last night?'
tusked the beginner in the lecture field.
"Weil," replied the candid critic. 'you
didn't take advantage of your many
Opportunities."
"I didn't!"
"No; you had a number of opportuni-
ties to quit before you did,"—Philadel-
phia Press.
A Natural Cholas.
Molly—Charming widow, istef$ 011
say she Is to Marry again. •
'wouldn't want to be a wid-
en? island litsbalid.
ClaillY4—Woll. I'd' hither be a add.
husband, doncherknow.—Tit-Blts.
's second busbantV'thas her *rat
In Ifeitsge.
"Ah," she said, as they were leaninit
over the rail, "the moon Is coming
up."
"Gosh, hie," he answered, "I didn't
ble, know you had—"
!'But, overcome, he again gave way
to his feelings.—Record-Herald.
Mildly Sarcastic.
First Amateur Farmer—How's your
livestock: Thriving??
Second Amateur Farmer—The 1.
ousts are not thriving. But the pota-
to bugs and weevils and grasshoppers
and cutworms are all doing eaesed-
ingly well.—Cfbicago Sun.
Vaud to Identify.
"Why didn't you speak to Mrs. Van
Style at the ball last night?"
"I didn't recognize her She had on
e htgh-neeked gown and I couldn't see
anything but her face."—tlevelead
Leader.
The Seaton*
Tho Patin—You me charged with
the crime of poverty. Are you guilt,
ar not guilty?
The Poor Man--Oullty.
The Fates—Hard labor for lifeise
Puck.
IT WOULD BLAZE MLA TROUBLE.
*mum
Father—How would you like to wear
clothes like that, Tommy?
Tommy—I dunno. I'm *aid that
when ma wanted to give me a lickire
she'd have to use a crowbar er some-
thin' like that. —Chicago News.
FINE TRAINS
To,
Florida"
via'
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Routs
"Florida Limitee—Leaving Louis-
at 8 a. on. 4/0plogotaggl1 at
Danville, Ky., ix ith....1141111..4,04.Qf
Pullman sleepers and vestibeled
coadies via chattanOtiga
arritig alt4pcit9tittle 8* t
m, d ligottst In. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves 211 itea“., L it
"Florida' Speeial"—Leaving -Louis-
ville 7:4,5 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Aegustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
82. end St. Augustine at to P. Pt-
beat day. From Danville this is
eolid vain of drawing roots sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. tn. daily, running through to
Knoxvill.0, where connection is made
at g:33 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, vie Asheville, Co-
lumbia and''SsivintIndii arriving at
Jackstnivilidi st 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning anti/ May 31st, err
now on sale at low rates.
0
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land as
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country*
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Was-
ter Homes," rather handaomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern .
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Ailea,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. , C.
Rinearsoa, G. P. A.. Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati. 0.
—
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
••••••••••••m•
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pc...-, one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a
-Week Republic, oi St.
Louis, Mb., and Fenn Progreso will
receive, absolutely free, a blintiful
related picture. 24 by Aa in4m. in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors w ere employed in the process.
It is made on a hue, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the ceatril figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prost.
rest, which is also published by The
Republic, is :he fastest-growing farm
moht lily in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar,
Pre•cnt subscr4iere tray take ad-
vantage of this otter, by sending a
dollar, and having their time marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once,
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly. and 
-address. • -
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
P.The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Low Rates to CaIitornia snd to
Northwest.
•
4
• •
•
Ticket, will he on sale daily until •
Moreh obit, one-way second-cfas.
limited from Paducah to San Fran'
deco, Lee Angeles and other "points
in California for $33.00, to Portland,
Oregon, Tacoma and Seattle, Wash.,
gel.* Spoketse, lloo Bo; Mien*,
Butte, Mins/min, Mont., Odgen and
Salt Lake city $3t.30; Billings, Mont.
$26'.30, and other pointe in propor
Otoa.
For further paotictilars apply to J. •
Mrtovan, agent, or G. C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, Paducahj
Ky.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red: New Phase ga.
Paducah, Kentucky.
EESIM5M
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AN OPEN-AIR PHILOSOPHER
Enunciates His Peculiar Views on
That Martyr to Humanity,
the Doctor.
The village oracle, old LIM Jucklin,
exploiting his ideas on divers and
eundry topics In Ogle Read's latest
Woke, says: "Every man that gets
money without stealing it earns it, I
reckon, but I don't know of niabed)
that comes nearer earning it twice
over than the doctor. He has to put
forth all the skill he has and then
must lie to keep hope alive. And hope
Is the best medicine ever discovered.
'A doctor must know human nature
11111 Well KS medicine, and this knowl-
edge mixed with medicine is what
makes one doctor better than another.
I've known 'em to git out of their beds
the coldest nights that ever blowed
and ride tea miles to doctor a au
they knowed wasn't -a-golie ta pay a
cent. It takes great strength always
to handle weakness; it takes a god-like
patience to deed with the fretful and
sot be emir to the gide et eon-
UMW - tag wisdnever I
hear -A,Ilestor a-laughtie I always re-
Soles With him. Science in medicine
travels slow, for every human body is
an individual machine, and every
=Drain' has a new way to go wrong.
And I've known men to be such liars
that they wouldn't tell a doctor the
truth as to bow they felt, fearing they
were giving him • little advantlige.
The average doctor has a flood sense
of humor and has stored up some of
the oldest jokes I ever heard, and this
is in the direct line of his uSefulnees,
for a trick man can't understand a new
toke as well as he can an old one.
The old one may bring tip the memory
of a former neigh and thereby do him
good.
"The saddest time for the sick
Is not when ,tlag 41octor t.
tor's bill Wdnne 'her
see him, lott4thlit thee whlJ 4i
ought not to be,' but a doctor's bill
a mighty hard tip Palte it
Ike payinribli *
July." •
Is
WINTER BIRD t4E,JOI#BORS.
*any of Thole Much-TravIled Little
Yellows Are Surprisingly
Tama
It is surprising that there are birds
which come to us only to spend the win-
ter, says Se Nicholas, leaving us Main
at the beginning of spring for northern
lands and snow-bankod hillsides, where
the hong day aloe pale twilight nights of
the arctic reign Birds that raise their
broods in the far, treeless northland,
where heath4. grasses and stunted
alders grow on a shallow, soaking soil
teadariald by agteat depth of eternal ice,
at the approach of winter gather into
great roving locks to serge snethward
to the gentler climate of our blizzardy
"tensperats" winters! Yet all
country folks have seen these reseed",
wandering Socks of winter lovers, and
occasionally eves in the towns and cities
there arrive unfamiliar companies of
fat, fluffy birdie enmity opening the
cones of firs and aereoss, Cr devouring
the buds of the maples,.
Many of these m uch-trwereled little fel-
lows are wonderfully tame, and seem
not to experience fear or seep so uni-
versal with animals that rear their
young in his neighborhood. Mae-gros-
beaks and cross-bills, whose real homes
are in the silent, moss-filled spruce
forests of the great north. will almost
allow themselves to be cat in your
hand! With the field-roving kinds, like
the snow-buntings, horsed larks, and
longspurs, this fearlessness is not
found, probably from the constant look-
out they are forced to keep against the
cunning and hungry white foxes and the
dart**, trap-jawed little ermine that
persistently hunt them in their north-
land home. But the rosy little red polls,
the creepers. kinglets. "little friend
chickadee." as the northern Indians call
him, and all the other deep forest dwell-
ers, are as unafraid of us as they are of
the gentle porcupines and deer of their
home woods.
Veiled Auctions in India.
In the course of an interesting paper
on shellac, communicated to the }liar-
maceuVical society, Sir George Watt, C.
1. E., described the quaint practice
adopted at the auctions in India. The
buyers and sellers Join hands and sit
facing each other, a cloth being thrown
over the hands. The buyer presses cer-
tain fingers of the seller's hand, thus
making an offer. This is usually reject-
44 by a motion of the head, and further
finger pressing ensues. Finally the bar-
gain is struck withoeta. word having
been utteeed. Thu aderantage claimed
los this iff stem is dear the buyer may
,proceed from one Salim to another and
make his purchases without his price
being known to other dealers,-London
Wen
London Legend. •
There is a curious legend in regard
to Dead man's place, Southwark. Lan-
don An ingenious old wetter says
that the name originated as follois:
"In Des imana place, at St. Marle
Weenie, a mast eervaSt being buried at
seven of the eik)clee is the morniag.
end the Crave Mending open for more
dead Commodities, at foure of the
*lecke in the lame evening he was got
nip alive again, by a igrasge atinecle:
*kb to' be true and' cOtalne, bud-
tirade of people can batlike that eawe
him acte like a country Ghoste In his
white pear 
his
a
more exec:Lir:Mr- expr4i1 that
the name Was metalY a cdkniftios 4IE
"Desmond's Place.* • ' -
Where Did He Get UP
Bacote--lie made all his money in
Washington.
Egbert-And is he rich?
"Vesm"- ,
"Was he a congressman or a 'wane
01 iiT'-Yonkers $tatesman. _ _
1
stioalfuoHE401 givg114fri.,
Some of Their Blunders Wake thei
Employer's Life a Burden-
A Few Instances.
In some stenographic systems an
aebitrery idle may stand for One, tw
or evert three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." ' 'The rumor
was but tranideet, though," was hardly
recognizable as "Ties remmer was
trains end through." A rear-end col-
lision was evidently IA that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was in-
geniously tortured ,by cnother young
Woman Into "As mamma fed the jays."'
Yet she Was a Sunday school teacher: "
"Plays, creeps and laughs, the inno-
cent," graellell tbipm64, omit 'At, cm
nig the tenting hnee of so
baby verses. When the tgpedirriter
tapped out: "Flays craps and leaves the
Innocent," he 'canned her visage
otiosely.
He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelys
owes heard calling for assistance," and it
came out: The vice of Dr. leek Lena
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she bold Jake too dearly
dot that, and go-Jawed te," 
tabor and it Mune oat: • "Bet held
fo tt the gir at fhe machine
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally a new beast. or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
'The sea-quail was, etc.." the intention
acing "the sequel was, etc." This was in
line with a blunder made by the same
eirl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
11Q111111)1,- instead of their having
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Having confeeeed that once liPcin
time she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the meals of the
dinnersty." This sounds like a "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with ac-
claim," dictated the man. "The present
was hard with a clam," was what the
typewriter heidened that be had said, as
She tearfully hunted for her notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parents and Small Brothers
and MOWS Lett in the
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the emir,-
meleatiell loss of half its poinilation in
bait a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland is aa leteresting aetady.
anye Plummer F. Jones. in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The do-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, a,pd the
Ireland of to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former In-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage 'Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
pitmen& and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats,
are now turned out In grass, and the
song Of the laborers and the wleettlag of
scythes have been hushed, end in their
place cab. be heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
In an parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change-more remark-
able since the signs of former possession
and cultivation are still so evident. For
60 years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, leav-
ing behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they in turn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people, and :clot country
sections that once teemed with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of hard
labor. Indeed, one of the moat striking,
and at the same time most melancholy,
sights In rural Ireland to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
ensent-mindedly about the roadways of
the country-side or the allejs of the
hundreds of eeml-deserted villages.
Their eons and daughters have grown gp
Min gone to seek their fortunes in the
watt Not one in ananoreetof them wilt
ever retarn to hoe mad spade the rodO,
eld Irish fluids again. ,
- _ - -
Cheering.
"Didn't those h I deo us canwgige
earicaturee Make your let*, lagrfir
"No," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying them careful],
she hos concluded that m not near-
ly es homely
gton.tar.
kne Nomettals in A
Positions as marl:ft Of
i pital* are much Ought after by n
i in south Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
Am Wee their private hen
plials, the matrons of which are well
paid sod pays comfortable apartments.
IRVING'S BAD MEMORY.
Row He Once Introduced Mark
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
Among the many people entertained
by Sir Henry Irving during his lea
seeship of the Lyceum was Mark
Twain. Irving gave him a banquet In
the greenroom after a performance one
night, with a distinguished company
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen.
When Sir Irving arose to propose the
guest's health, the humorist's name ere
caped him completely and the result
was something like this, but the read-
er must imagine the high and nasal
tones of the actor:
"Geotlemen-I rise to perform a
very agreeable duty-a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What is that name?') We have with
us to-night as our guest the most die-
tingulaned of our compatriots from
terms the water (1'4_ 61T9 tql21/4',
receipts if I could think who the darn
he is)-a man whom you all know and
love. (Ha! ha! )-a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two hemis-
pheres ('Drat my nainiory!')---a man
whose same is a household word
wherever the NasHalehinguage Is spok-
en ('except. thhidnieitil Min in a word
who is the laughing link which binds
indigherad gad America Moser than any
international treaty elan do. I. lpseepose
the health-of-of this man-I propose
the health-of-this man-I propose
the health of-of- (in a sudden burst
atiallePeinetelle discovery )-of Samuel
Mark Twain!"
• Nat* ia in lialndelth Sir Henry',
nienicoold• reference to a famotte
4einArtealli eoMedien as "our little
friend. Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier of Ancient Date Always
Used Silver Bullets eo
it Shoot Them. Lit
In witchcraft lore silver seems to
have been credited with great power
to dieperse evil spirits, says the Phil-
adelphia Record. In an old book on
the enbject one reads of a "valtfent
Souldler who had skill in Necromancy,"
and who always used "silver bullets
to shoot away the witches." The evi-
dences of such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
farmer.
Mr. Vedderman is interested in cu-
rios, and purchased recently an old
musket at • farmhouse sale. From its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolution. It was In a deplorable
state of rust, and la cleaning it the
new °weer discovered that it was
loaded.
He carefully withdrew the charge,
and to his surprise found instead of
bullets two silver shillings, dated 11114
tightly wadded with leaves of a Bible
of ancleat print. Beneath the coins
was a arailel lock of hair and a piece
of paper containing an illegible quo
ties. The gunpowder was coarse and
eadeubtedly of colonial manufacture
The whole looks very much like a
charmed charge, akeilated to demol-
ish sense weird lady of the broom-
stick.
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
Arrangement by Which the Task Is
Rendered Comparatively
Easy.
BCIIIME TITAN FAILED 
trp Against It.
& LITTLE ADiTINT17113 IN A
HOTEL.
My companion was set at tying the
legs of the deer togettnr, while I cut
down a birch sapling M110 three inches
in diameter and *boo: ten feet in length,
writes John Boyd, in Refe-eation.
A birch tree was choeen because it is
clean and springy, and being tough
grained a teener size ran be used than
would be necessary with some other ‘r-
rillkties, the extra weight of which count
for much on a lung carry.
This completed, the pole was pushed
between the legs, now tied together at
the knee joints, and the head of the ani-
mal secured by rope close up to the car-
rying pole.
It is an advantage to get the animal in
as compact a mass as possible, for in go-
ing through dense bush every additional
foot of burden you have to push and
guide through the maze of branches the
harder it will be on the carriers; and If
the body of the deer is well lashed to the
pole and as close uo to it as possible the
less strain there will be when you get
into step in the open or when climbing
over obstructions, getting up or down
hills, or crossing streams on a fallen
tree. It is in such places that the pea-
dulakk-Iike naottbe becomes a nuisance,
but which is readily overcome by wain&
that the animal isle:mad close to the eur-
eying pole.
Holland Smoking Society.
• parliament of emehere whit* was
organized at Laeken, in Holland, tr a
society which calls Itself the Vlaaniseh-
Pelpenrookers. has ended in the sle-
ben, of one Prank Kos in the principal
0011tallt. KOS set ah I labed a record of
keeping hie pipe alight for three hours
Dad erten athlete,' without sidling foe
a sesond Match The opened in thie
competition was a man named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two /inure
and 5. minutes, and the third was one
Bruynael. who arbolt4 without. a brealt
for two hou.'s and three-quarters.
—  
London's Trading Sqnaje,
[no city of„. Lodditt, the m gnus
murgetpall/y lk wh the bul .br too.
lag flgensial anti igholesale /using*,down, is likely engin to sup*** gonds of street tredtag.
"Calm" Policemen.
The Parisian municipal committee,
saw esamatty
principally struck in the Sneak med-
ial by "the calm of as solloemes:
"As prosperous as you see me now, two
*mkt ago I was on the hog," remarked
Ferguson, as he paid the man in the
id** duck jacket and settled his win-
scrafpin more securely in his
grass-green necktie. "I had drifted into
Sioux City with ;2.63 cents in loose
change In my pocket and a blameless
reputation, as far as 611oux Clitr was con-
cerned. I calculated that before I got
out of there the reputation would get
spotted up some, because I was hunting
Gun Nilson, who had agreed to meet me
at tie BOoge.
"I Med* a few catalpas inquiries in
a roundabout way concerning friend
Gut and I was finally directed to a fine
sandstone building, where I was in-
formed he was staying. I didn't call
0* )144 WhatWIMI the oat? I knew
he wouldn't be at liberty todo me any
good-not for 113 days. anyway.
Hi had a good-looking valise with
me that I found at Missouri Valley, when
we changed cars. It was a disappoint-
ment inside, as it contained nothing but
tour soiled collars, a briar pigs, tee) ham
sandwiches, a rasor and a hairbrush, but
it vaSadandy externally, and I thumped
It down on the marble in front of the
hotel clerk with all the cosildence in the
world.
" 'I'll be here for a few days,' I said,
'and I want a good, light room with a
bath.'
"It went. He did ask me if I had any
baggage checks, but I took no notice of
him. As soon as I got to the room I
threw the boy half a dollar and then
weal down and bought a 35-cent cigar
at the cigar stand so that the clerk could
1111116.1130.
1 went to bed at a tolerably early
hour that night. I didn't want to do any
cheap grafting if I could Delp it and I had
to study up some plan of campaign. I
finally concluded that I would do what
I could with the hotel and hike right
out on the early morning train. So about
two o'clock I went softly out in my
stacking feet with my handy little
pocket assortment of tools and stole
Into the room next to mine.
'That was all I stole. There came hair-
raising yelps from the bed by the time
I bail got to the bureau. If you ever saw •
swift and smooth get-away in your
life it was the one I made. I went like
a tom-cat out of the pantry window, and
I was in my own room safe and sound
before the echo of that cry died away
on the startled air aed I got into bed in
a hurry.
. Just at that instant as I heard the
Knead of hurrying feet a bright idea
came to me. I grabbed my trousers,
took out the VIE I had left and slung
'em out of the open window. Then I
poked my head out of the door and
joined the chorus of alarm up and down
theemerridor.
•• What was it? I asked the clerk.
whom I recognized in his disguise of
pyjamas and bathrobe. 'Is it burglars!
I'll bet it is, because if there wasn't one
hi my room ten minutes ago I'm badly
fooled. I was three parts asleep when I
woke up and I thought I might be mis-
taken, and dozed off again, but I can't
Ind my trousers.'
"Somebody else called him then and
he excused himself and hurried off. I
went back and turned on the electric
light and got into bed. In about ten
minutes there was a knock at the door
and the clerk came in with a stout in-
dividual he introduced as the proprietor.
They asked me to tell them what I knew
about the recent disturbance, and I nar-
rated how, hearing a slight noise, I woke
eaind thought I saw a dark figure nit
across the room and out of the door, but
hearing nothing more I imagined I had
the nightmare and snoozed off again
till the yells in the next room lifted me
out of bed In quest of my basement cloth-
ing. now missing.
"Mr. Proprietor was very sorry. No
doubt there had been robbery, but the
robber bad escaped. The lady in the
next room had given the alarm just in
tlmeqo s'ave herself from the loss of
jewels veined at $2,000. Think of that!
But be woculd see me in the morning.
" 'I cxoert you to,' I said, significant-
ly. 1? value those trousers of mlee at
$300. There was that much currency In
them. I think it's up to you to make
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Ragged Richard-I envy dem guy"
wot has more money dart dey know wot
ter do wid. Don't youse, Tim?
Thirsty Timothy-Naw, I wuz wunst
In date condishun meself.
Ragged Richard-Quit yer kiddin'.
Thirsty Timothy-It's er fact. A
bloke gimme a quarter in a temperance
town.-Chicago News.
Bill Iincollectable,
Dr. Gorem-Ob, yes, my boy, I have
fought for my country.
Boy-Weren't you scared, pa?
Dr. Gorem--Soared? I guess you
wouldn't have thought so if you had
seen me charge the enemy.
Boy-You charged 'em all right, I
bet, but you couldn't make 'em My.
mould you?-nt-Bits.
good.'
"He went 'sadly away and I turned
over on n y pillow with a mind at ease.
Of course, I knew he'd never dig up
any three centuries on my say-so, but
it was a cinch in my mind that I.was
fixed for a ticket to Chicago, reasonable
expenses and new trousers. Under the
circumstances that was good enough for
me. .
"Did I get 'eat/ Nit. -not He came
laP according to neafeement, but he
brought something with him. It was
my trousers. They'd caught on the rail
of the fire escape on the floor below and
Instead of being grabbed by some passer-
by or falling tato an &tiny ask can, they
had been waving there gracefully in
the morning breeze, attracting the un-
divided attention of close on &thousand
people in a bench.
" 'Strange!' I said. 'Re must have
taken the money and thrown the trous-
ers away.'
"'Very steamiest' say* he. 'Very
strange, Indeed!' He looked atipie with'
a cold gray eye. °toughed behind his
hand and went eat.
"There was eatotithing foreboding in
his manner. I got instantly into those
trousers and I guess I hit the office floor
by way of te stairense and was out
on the atreetjdore al tieuld drop down
On the els r. I left the valise. I
Aid,o't hare ny use for it in the box
cat that I nifinaged to 'nee& away Into,
antwaY•
a/ got to Omaha, all right, though
sdmewhat the worse for wear, and there
I found kind frieads. But somehow I've
-a hunch that leaky mimed visiting
Goff Nilson by a half a hair'p breadth,
after ail."-Chicago Daily N
The Old Watt°.
The dying editor, before
Ile missed away,
Gave orders for this epitaph-
-We're Here te Slay."
—Cleveland Le•Aer.
LIT TIES SOCIAL WORLD.
Maid-Why didn't you speak to you
Mamma when she came in to see you
Dorothy-Oh, that lady? Why, w
tuidn't been introduced.-ChIcag
Daily News.
Time-Worn.
"I've saw their boasted heirlooms,
And I declare to you,"
Said Mrs. Kash, "they haven't
A single one that's new!"
—Philadelphia Press.
The Professor.
The professor, who has • large law
was making his regular daily attemp
to keep it clear of the autumn leave
tontriboted by his neighbors' trees.
"There's a good deal of rakeoff in thi
business," be said, stopping a momen
to rest, "but not a cent of graft."-Chl
°ago Tribune.
Close Inspection.
"Billings' wife must be very use
sighted."
-What makes you think so?"
"Didn't you see her looking at h
moat?"
"That's good. She was looking for
stray hair that wasn't hers."-Cle elan
Plain Dealer.
Basler Handled.
Jim-If there's one thing I think
more than another it's a shallow ma
Sam-Yes; but there's one thing I
bin favor.
"I'd like to know what It is."
"He doesn't require so much irate
ing as a deep one."-Tif-Bits.
Noticed Them.
"Your f : .t trip to the seashore, wa
It not?"
"Yes, my brat trip."
"Of count,, you, noticed the immens
swells?"
"Sure! I got engaged to two of them.
-Houston Post.
Water to the River.
The Moralist-The busy bee improve
each shining hour.
The Plain Citizen-As though a chi
trig hour wasn't good enough for an
one; you never can make some folk
leave well enough alone.-N. Y. Sun.
All at the Market Price.
"Barer, what did you give your bo
for birthday presents?"
"Soldiers."
"And your daughter?"
"I bought her one too; a Leone
ant."-Fliegende Blaetter.
Absolutely Effective.
Jack Younghusband-I'm only gain
iown to the club, dear, so don't wait u
for melt I'm late!
Th e Vale Wife (sweet ly)-N
darling; It. come and fetch you!-T1
A Safer Place.
"Doesn't it make you nervous to
In the road when an automobile corn
along at breakneck speed?"
"Yes," answered the suburb
dweller. "But I'tf rather be In t
road than In the machine."
Back to Barth.
He-Good-by forever! I leave y
now, never to return.
She-Well, for goodness' cake.
member that it's cheaper to telepho
than to send a messenger.-Lite
The Suburban Souvenir Night.
Knicker-The Smiths are giving aw
souvenirs.
Bocker--Yes; it's the fiftieth nil
that Bridget has been with them.-N.
Sun.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts s( Ken-
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone zee.
Residence, the Broadway.
Phone reg.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil. Reed
FLOURNO Y & REED
LAWviP.Rkk!
Rooms zo, ti and is, CO1140114 BM.
PADUCAH, KY.
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ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
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----,----
A. S. DABNEY
-DENTIST-
Truehart Building.
1
t OLIVER,
'LAWYERS.
OFFICES:
OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
Benton, Ky., rear bank
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E. H. FURYEAR,
e ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
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New Phone csoo.
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Brave Men.
She-Do you believe men are as
brave now as they used to be?
He--Sure; just Wee poetry some men
write now.-Yonkers Statesman.
Wanted It Handy.
Jackson-I hear that Bill is on the
water wagon.
Curry-Well, yen, but he has a bottle
tinier the seat -Town Topips,
and retarn.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest, good service, g tales,
laved rooms, etc. Boats ,e eackWednesday and Saturday 5 p. m
For other inforrr-44on apply to Jae.
Roger iniper;ntendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
LOWER BOARD REFUSES TO he graded and graveled from Weals.ington street to Guthrie avenue and
• 1151EN REPRESENTAVIVES then over the avenue to the Mayfield
road.
, (Continued From First Page.) Initial passage was given the meas-
 ure stipulating that before anyoneDear Sirs Err 
• sr
am slightest doubt re soi and also elic ordinance, latter af 'shasad euurtn l ll give a public dance or ball theymust first get out a $10 license fromwhich has to first be adopted before
be the city and in addition procure theGillette a contract cf. this nature could
Safety Razor, entered into between the city and written 'consent of the Chief of po-lice for the dance to be given. TheStone & Wel)ster.
object of this ordinance is to preventSr.leon License.
The the rough and disorderly balls byRobert Moshelk, Who runs
Palmer bar, :sired the council for a colored people.
.•,„ The council adopted the resolutionlicense to °pea a saloon at the build- 
.
-C.nVi tot Van • de Male t.
grate lor a 5,.! umming trip througa
'JONA L. Grayot r turned to
Prinotaaiiwdayr- after spending
the ebTy-liere shopping with her sis-
ter, 9. JoIre K. tiendrick, who is
lr a feiv..31aiii
e .1 ANNOUNCEMENT.
1141411 0114-c-d adnounee to our
friend e and patrons that we are now
Iccatell in osir-IdeW building at 322-
ttalindern,T and, although the ar-tie'tir tjkie stock is not yet
Unite complete, we believe that we
can show them a, line of spring goods
not to be equalled in Paducah The.
bag atm* has been entirely renovated
and remodeled and we invite your
inspection of our very attractive line
et Coat Suits and Jackets, French
Organdies, novelties in the new fig-
ured Silk Mulls, Silk Taffetas for
Coat Suits, Wash Silks and all kinds
en White Linens and Madras for
Seits We also haVe a complete line
will entirely dare' it Aar Eau yeaAwe watt It es readily re Saregli
Sad Aiwa,* shaved himself. The
bite laiadaa2 Mali•V is 114 assoc.
OM It boa twolvo teatblades MA looser. Summed
faro tor sat mesas goit Woes dismal duet goohm. awe blade gime %a ing formerly occupied by the Bruns- prescribing that they will not renewtausreareset &ewe. Orr earl wick bowling alley, on Broidway, at the end of June the liEenee of any
saloonkeeper who between now and
bla4e. grakod and ended Slavatram ate tattoo. showing thee
to la aim. Mean reedy tor
No Stroppind
or Honing
Yea teasel cot rottastdr or fail toidro raiensli a einoeta. delightful
teem • allaeleaere to, rainsVIM& roe !see sad eadi ei time
edam until dull. return So es and
*naive roe az uter glades In
=
N m Sat no oat toims.
WM/ maim a' &fleets:
..gesigt
MPOER.SONS
Drug Store.
SPECIAL AGENT.
PERSONALS
Lawyer, J. S. Ross. returned yes-
terday. morning from iGrand Risers,
where he eaent Skinday“with his fara-
ily thas isYsIting there..
Mr. ,3s...Botlascitild, of St.' cr--acil it would take Shoo to thor-
Liens, arraed,* thenilf SunLay. Gt. _My repair the Sixth street bridge
c• issing island creek. Authority was
• g:ven the board to do the work
There was filed the application of
John Lehrer for the poaition of sani-
tary inspector for the city.
R. L. Tate the broom factory
man, complained to the board at be-
made to pay as istrae a city li-
cense as larger manufict•irers and
this matter Arns referredr to the ii-
cense committtc.
The strcet committee, board of
works and engineer were given pow-
er to go ahead and make the needed
repairs at Baunier's 1.11, where the
water h,as washed away part of the
earth around the big culvert.
Chairman Kolb. of the fin ince corn
mittee, presented 'tile relloir of the
city's monetary •conclition ror Febru-
ary. It. showed 4914i4. 02 on hand
in the city's . treasury; - February ist,
$5,203.14; collected during the
month, and entnight,1064 to leave a
balance of $86484.8o March ist.-
The doctimera was filed while there
was then allowed the many accounts
held against the municipality.
Chairman Kolb reported that the
of the many pretty trifles which are ,finance committee recoininenckci the
tc be worn te:-. spring, such as Belts, itax rate for this year be fixed at
$1.65 per Sion assessable property.
This report was adopted. concurred
and an ordinance ordered brougint
in to that effect, but Chairman Hill,
if the ordinance. comntittee, read a
measure providing "tisk .the rate be
only $1.6o for this twelve months.
This $tho ordinance was adopted, all
voting for it except Katterjobie Kolb,
Gehlsohlaeger and Vas Meter, who
wanted. it Si .6s. The ordinance has
to be adopted once more by the coun
cil and twice by the aldermen before
the rate is binding,
Chairman Kolb reported that the
finance committee recommended the
law firm of Campbell & Campbell be
employed to assist City Solicitor
James Campbell Jr., to prosecute in
ail she courts the actions instituted
to oust die Cutriberkuid Telephone
company because that company will
not buy a city .franchise under which
to operate its business, it never hav-
ing any grant. s This firm of lawyers
wants $5co to /help in the litigation,
hut its proposition was rejected and
there Sten referred to the judiciary
committee the question of employing
additional counsil to help the solici
oir, this comin:ttee to make the best
arrangements possible as regards
what is to /be paid the assitants. All
the councilmen voted againt the
Campbell & Campbell proposal ex-
cept McBroorn, OChlsohlaeger and
Kolb.
There was riven first adoption to
the bill ,exempting all new factories
starting up here from- city taxes for
live years as an inducement for them
to _locat# liesie. City Attorney Har-
rison was pr sent and informed the
council this exemption provided for
an ad valorem release only, and- not
exemption from license or occupation
tax, which the factories would have
to pay or else he would have to
prosecute them -in the police court.
Initial adoption was given the or-
dinance putting up for sale a fran-
chise that will renew the grant the
Owen 'Brothers have to operate a
ferry boat between this city ind -the
Illinois landings opposite. The re-
newal is for twenty years, stipulates
six trips shall be made daily between
June and November, and four daily
trips from November to June. The
prices are fixed in the bill that can
be charged the traffic by the ferry-
boat owners.
Final passage was
lution ordering that
'
pleted the city's block map, which
shows every foot of ground inside 
of town, and also the name of the
owner.
Final adoption wag given the ordi-
nance ordering that Nineteenth street
rejected, only Williamson, Meyer,
Katterjohn, Oehlsohlaegef and Van
Mleter voting to grant it, while the
others opposed. The protesting peo-
ple claimed a saloon right on Broad-
way, in the center portion of the
business district, would be detrimen-
tal to the cow runity'in general, and
near fifth street. The properly
owners and business people of that then fhall be convicted of violating
block proteste•V against the license any of the city laws. By this they
being issued and it was therefore inean a violation by desk or bar-
tender holds good for the proprietor
as the license is in the latter's name.
Heretofore just any and every
member of the legislative boards have
been drawing up ordinances and
bringing them in 'for adoption, but
now in order not to waste any time
the council adopted a resolution stip
Belt Buckles, Purses and Comb Sets.
Celtic in and see us the next time
you are down town. Respectfully,
ELL GUTHRIE & CO.
312-324 Broadway.
CARBON PAPER, TYPEWRIT•
ER PAPER A'N'D STENOGRAPH-
ERS' NOTE BOOKS, THE HIGH-
EST QUALITY AT WHOLESALE
PRICES. PADUCAH STAMP
AND STEKCIL,C0., sa3 BROAD-
WAY. OLD TEL. 3fr '
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during thatong winter
evsnings. They are playing
now at Our store. Come in
and heih them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records
‘VirarrenA.Narren
Jewelers
403 Broadway;
Favorites in Paducah for
30 Years
Soule's Balm
(For the Skin.)
Soule's
Liver Capsule
For Biliousness)
25c each.
Under permission of Mrs.. Bettie
Soule these excellent preparadons
are now n•hde and geld by
K. W..WALHER & CO.,
INCCRPORATED.
Drrggists, Fifth and B'way.
Beth Phones res.
their business •-rests in particular. ulating that all measures will haveLawyer Hlarr legal counsel for to go through the hands of the ordi-the appkant, iisade a speech to the nance committee for approval. beforeboard urging issual of the license, being 'brought before the full boards.but enough votes were not secured The water company was directedfor this.
The board of fir underwriters of
this city requested the council to con-
firm the selection of C. 0. Evertz, as
city electrician, like 'he was selected
by Chief James Woods. The re-
quest for confirmation was filed
as was the application- of David plans and specifications for the &deli-a
Breabiawer of Chicago, asking 
way,
for tion to be built to the branch fire
the position. department house at Fourth - and
Elizabeth streets. This addition has
to 
The board of works notified the
b put up in order that there will
he some place in which to keep the
fire engine to be stationed at that
branch house for use during fires in
the mill district of that
Some weeks ago the council turn-
ed down the application of A. V.
Bauer for a license to run a saloon
at Ninth and Washington, on the
groimal that he was not of age. Now
his father comes in and says hie is of
age and the council then granted the
license.
N. G. Yoder was granted a lieense
to open a saloon at Tenth and Nor-
ton, while the Biederman Distillery
company was granted a wholesale
and retail license. Otreence Coker
s-as granted a license for r132 South
Tenth street. Loving & Murton
asked for their license to be Mins-
ferred from 1132 South Tenth to 120
Kentucky avenue, but this was re-
fused because at this avenue number
Charles Smiley 'heretofore ran a sa•
loon, w hart killings and trouble have
occurred, anti the council decided not
to let any coffee house flourish there.
Smiley's Ecense was taken away
from him recently. C. E. Alack-
nail's license was transferred from
202 South Ninth. The. 11lnot'
Surety company was substituted on
the bond of Saloonists Nichols and
DeBoe in place of Samuel I. Levy,
while Samuel Starks substitittut
this surety company in place Of his
former bond.
Permission was given tile strett
car and light company to run their
"trouble wagon" as fast as they
wanted to through the public streets
when any of their wires broke and
they had to hurry and make the nec-
essary repairs.
There was ratified the sale Of Oak
Grove burial lots to W. M. McKew-
in and the Edward Martin estate,
while to the cemetery committee was
referred the requesa of Mrs. M. D
Kelly for a new deed tia her ceme-
tery lot, the old deed having been
destroyed.
Irene Hess ckdicated property so
the city could open Caldwell street
fro'fn Eighth to Nintlg but in making
the deed the city laded to insert
from whom she got the property.
0 naccoutn of this the county •erk
would uot record the indenture, so
leoncled it hick to time council, which
body referred it to the city solicitor
so things could be straightened out.
There was left with the city so-
licitor the question of having the
city ordinances all printed in pamph-
let form.
Theire was ordeted kit over for the
city supervisors to again take up,
the assessment made against the
Cumberland Telephone company
property fot' city tax purposes.
The city solicitqr was directed to
sue everybody owhtg the municipal:
itity ba-Ck la-xes iintsiY
went into the second class.
Councilman Williamson brought up
the question that there was an "anti-
t) ..xtenci its mains on Broadway
between Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth streets and on Hampton from
Twelfth to Thirteenth streets.
It was ordered that the fire com-
mittee get an architect to draw the
rdlineteeetyalso a "move 4,11" ordinance, but that
the police were not enfincing them.
w-er ellie books, add [THE
Chief Collins' attention yea ...called to
this non
-enforcement.
It was ordered that 'hereafter all
fuel and feed bought for the city de-
partment should be weighed_over the
,city scales. Along this line the Illi-
nois Central asked to set around on
the river front track all, carloads of
merchandise, coal, etc., that are to
be weighed over the city scales which'
are only a block away.
To the board of works. was refer-
red. the question of opening and im-
ploving the alley running from
Clense.nts to Meyers street in Meehan
icsburg. Some of the abutting prop
erty owners want to give roll/1d for
the alley While others want pay for
their ground from the city.
City Attorney Harrison informed
the council that the present license
ordinance did not provide so a city
license would 'have to be ,paid by
anybody just running teams, say
!like a contractor using teams to
'graders and scrapers. At his sug•
gestion the ordinance committee was
directed ti bring in a tie wbill cov-
ering this defect.
Oln motion the board adjourned.
COAT STOLEN.
Some Thief Took That of Mr. Weille
and Left Old Garment Behind.
Mir. Ben We-ilk and farni'y have
returned from Niew Orleans, where
they have been the past two weeks
attending Mardi Gras.
En route on the train to that city
Mr. Weille had the misfortune to
lose- hie overcoat by theft. It was a
$25 garment and be left it hanging in
the sleeper. When he went to look
for the coat someone bad taken it
and left a very shabby one instead.
THE RIVERS ,
The stage of the river yesterday
was yet feet on the guage, a rise oi
1.4 feet.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back again
tomorrow.
The showboats Sunny South atti
tbc Grand, which wintered irr Gear
river, have been towed to the Ohio
river to begin their work.
Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins. She
comes in from there and leaves im-
mediately on her return that way.
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday at noon and getting back
tomorrow leaves immediately for
Nashville.
The Sacker leer leave, Cincinnati •
today nod gets here neat Friday on
her way down to :Memphis.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphie t
today for Cincinnati. She goes by
here Thursday on her way up.
The Saltillo Sunday went into the
Tennessee river from St. Louis, and
is due out about next Friday.
Although there is every prospect
nf a rise in the river at Plaaft
sufficient to permit of the movement
of coal boats, but little of the tel.-
000noo bushels of coal in the harbor
will be sent out. A few, thousand
bushels will be sent to St. Louis and
the remainder will be left ha the har-
bor. The determination of l'he Con-
KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548.
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
Wednesday Mch. 7
"A GREAT ACTRESS -
AND
A GREAT PLAY."
Richmond News-Leader.
FLORENCE
DAVIS
Supported by
ELLIOTT DEXTER
And a Notable Company
In a Romantic Comedy
Entitled
1•1••••■•••••
I UP Player Maid
An Unsurpassed Display of
COSTUMES AND
SCENIC SPLENDOR.
PRICES—Night, es, se. es, 7e. $t
and $s . se. Matinee—Children asc,
adults soc.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
a 
WANTS
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
residence in West End, with bath.
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
TAKEN UP—Stray mouse colored
mule, three years old, very poor.
Talsen•up three miles out on Bland-
ville road. Ring old phone tole'
Thursday Night
March 8.
,...FOLLOW THE CROWD...
,SECOND YEAR.
ENGAGEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY
A 1$1.5o Show at Dollar Prices.
A STAR CAST OF PEOPLE.
In C. H. Kerr's Tuneful Musical:
Facae- Coza:ey,
"A TRIP
TO EGYPT"
xi BIG MUSICAL NUMBER/
And the Digest Show Bargain on..
Barth; A $1.3s attraction catering.
to the masons in these days of coin
petition at so and 73 cents and $t.
350 LAMM ha loan than that num-
bee of Minutes.
Come mid' see and c,nvince yoursaiL
Prices--11, 36, so, 75 and $s
Seats on saae Wednesday g a: ma
 -d
Rod, Rye 
4
 nd HoneyFOB RENT—Front room, furnace a 
heat, sro Washington St., Teleptios•
1832.
CompoundWANTED—White girl waitersAddress Hotel Craig, Paducah, Ky.
' ,WANTED--At once, good cook.
Good biome and wages to right per-
4on. Name but good cook need ap-
ply. Sea South Fourths street.
WANTED--For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of ix and .3e; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak. read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah. Ky.
solidated Coal and Coke company to
this.ection is due to the threat-
ened *tribe. In the event that there
s a strike all the coal that was meant
for Southern shipment will be used
in she toiletries and factories around
theSlosoloy City.
The failure of the combine to ship,5
the cus will -have little effect on the
Louisville trade, as there is a large
quantity of coal there, sufficient to
auPPle the trade for several months
at least. The dearth will be felt at
points, down the river, where little
cr no coal has been received for sev-
eral weeks5
 '&1 
 
BALDWIN PIANO-
Scientifically Constructed and
' ....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T: MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KT.
Not se drink, but a seasonable prep-
anti*. esparially adapted for coagbi•
gad colds accompanied by fever as in.
14 Gripp. etc.
Very Palatable
504 and Si. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORRS.
Ik Clay Ste.. Awn SIL
It Jackson Sta. plums app
2._
It pays to buy.
 the Best
watch you can ord.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell oar goods. We
have r.1 watches
at any price that
' we can'tguarantee
to keep good time..
Let us show you.
J. L WOLFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
given the reso-
there be com-
TRAD[WAT[11 COAL Lump, '13c Bushel.Nut... I2c 
 Bushel.
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Teleplioines254.
Foot of IV t
Street.
OHIO
Incorporated.
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es Kentucky Coal Co.
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